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serving the cOmmunities of Terrace, Thornhill, Usk, Cedarvale, Kitwanga, Mezladin, Stewart and:the Nass Valley 
I 
75 oelds plus GST, 
Timing of pulp . . . . . .  
and paper mill 
project questioned 
Group tells regional board 
land use plan Should come first 
~.~. ~HE ORENDA F~ORE$~ PRODUC 
ul and ~ated a ~mdt :~"Lak~ls~k~,  .... -me.  
district, meeting. Two representatives of  the SkCcna 
L 
TS PROPOSAL TO:BUILD A 
Round Tabl© for SustainableDevel0pmcntaddressed the 
board andiasl~:~0r rec0gniti0n;as th0 legitimate •body 
to dCvelopa sustainable ~dcvelopmcnt > plan for the 
Skccna watershed. 
In the end, they received the support hey sought and ;selcomed 
a suggestion that a regional distflct r~prescntative: sit on their 
board. But not before a few technicalities were ironed out in the 
wording of the motion. 
Regional board directors Jack Talstra and Jeanne Monaghan were 
most cfltical. Talstra suggested representatives of the round table 
had not ewn bothered to attend public hearings on the Orcnda 
proposal. And Monaghan expressed issatisfaction with the wording 
of a round• table submission regarding the Orenda proposal to the 
Major Project Steering Committee. 
The submission,- which was signed by round table chairperson 
Terry Macdonald, states in part: "We feel that the Kitimat Valley, 
as host to some of the most pr0ductiv¢ growing sites in B.C., 
should not b¢ permanently alienated from tltc provincial forest by 
industrial development. Maintaining the proposed site as part of the 
'working [or~st' fits well within a sustainable development s rategy 
for the valley. More suitable sites would be located outside the 
working forest, such as the Kitimat industrial zone, or in relatively 
low productivity areas." 
- -  Contlnued on page 2 
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BREATHING FREE. 'I'm a born non-smoker. Break freel" says Kristl Leigh's bib; Kristi 
is seen here with her mum Shelley Rollings and RN Lita Flynn, head nurse of the maternity 
and nursery department at Mills Memorial Hospital. Today is Weedless Wednesday, 
sponsored by the Registered Nurses'Association of B.C. during National Non,Smoking Week. 
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problem on bench, city says Round table representatives attending the regional district meeting , defended that position, Dan Tuomi and Jim Nyland said they-had 
wording in their amount of rain (1.12 metres or attended public hearings, and although the 
submission might have been softened alittle, the message contained 
ini~those words was clear and simple. 
Tu0mi explained that the round tablt:'s~-submission didn't speak council chambers Monday night 
forl or•against the Oronda proposal. He~:said, in fact: that ha ~ ~m~laini.ng about flooded base- 
the proposhl ~as h good One that ~ould deliver ments. ,After deliberation by 
what it promised. .. " :~ " ':" ' : ::~i.-..:~!, ~:- .. - • ~.ouncil and director of engineer- 
.The only request contained in the:roundltabie submission, ~ he .ing stew Chrlstensen Monday 
~inted out, was, thatthe Kitimat Valley land ~equest|~iib'.e sorted night, the. city: ~0n¢lUded that 
outbeforo the project is allowed to proceed. He expanded on thl only 'time Wl l l ,~C i :~/ the  situ- 
byili:suggesting that proceeding with-the project without first ation. 
d~©loping a detailed land use strategy ,for the valley wouldbe a 
mistake .  • ; 
::~bnaghan, however, didn't~appear to be convinced. Although the 
me,age 0ntained in the round table submission was similar to.that 
0f:ithe regional district's, she didn't like the way the round table 
I~d expressed their opinion and. said she was concerned that .by 
s0pp0rting theround table.the regional dist~ct would be connected 
With their.submission.. 
Wording aside, director Tom Goyert defended the position of the 
round table. The Kitimat-Terrace corridor map indicates there are 
ailkinds of industrial sites in the valley, but no one Can be certain 
tlley are.appropriate industrial sites. And without a detailed land 
usestrategy every new proposal for the valley will have to undergo 
the same scrutiny as Orendais being subjected to now. 
Putting the Orenda .issue .aside, funding for the round table's 
A number of cast Halliwell .cil he had visited the Tessaro 
Ave, residents showed up in  residence and he agreed that the 
situation was serious. The pros- 
Residents living rin the area 
might not agree. Judy Tessaro 
told council the water table Was 
only about 18 inches below the 
surface, and 17 homes, 15.on 
Halliwell :Ave.' and two .on 
Marshall St.,.have been affected 
by flooding, either through dam- 
aged basements or saturated 
septic fields, or both. 'Damaged 
basements represent a serious 
monetary loss, she says. And 
submersed septic fields present a
health hazard. 
Alderman Rick King told coun- 
'sure of the water forcing it's 
way up. through the ,concrete 
• floor was strong enough to carry 
• sand t.hr0ugh with it. He likened: 
the  situation to "living 0n.a. 
isinking:shlp"," " " " : -  
AnOther residents told Council. . 
he was pumping 2,000 gallons of 
water per hour out of hls base- 
.~ent and pointed out a few 
suspected causes.-A record- 
breaking rainfall has saturated 
/the layer of sand on the surface 
and is being held there by  a 
layer of clay below. And" the 
water can't flow into I-Ialliwell 
Ave, ditches, her said, .,because 
since the road level was raised 
four years ago the ditches have 
not been properly maintained. 
research project was questioned. The project, .titled "A Sustainable 
Future in the Skeena Watershed: A'tesearch Plan Leading toa ]= IRE  
De monstrati0n Project,"cardes a price tag estimated at$517,440. REPORT 
Monaghan said she faVoured.industry and environmental groups- the ditches are working as they 
working t0gether. But she~polnted out that the round table was a 
. c0mm .unitybased.~,roup, notone that was inspired by big business 
orgovernmunt~. Because_of this, she said, ~When you come with a 
/! .solution, and no One from business w-ants it... Who paysT" 
~'~ /Nyland pOinted out that federal funding was available and they 
'~ 'hadn,tcome' before the board seeking money, but only asked for 
:~ support for the round table-and a project designed to come up with 
i! . some.answers. " • 
,~ : :-TMs: promptod~ Goyert tO en~urage the board to support he 
~"nd etable and offer reg i0~l  district resources'where th y~couid. 
,R~gi6nal district resources hould be made available, "~ he said, 
1.22 yards of rain in the last 
quarter of 1991, according tothe 
Terrace weather office)and the 
layer of clay. There is simply 
nowhere for the water to go. 
. Talstra:says that for the short 
term,: there/iS no easy solution. 
."In the long::"term,' he.says I the 
...citymight try taki.ng some core 
samples-in:the area to flnd;~out - 
exactly what" is causing.r:ithe 
water to concentrate in the area. 
This in .itself might create 
another •problem: " Tal~tra 
explains that Uplands Nursery. 
uses shallow wel.lS rather .than 
city water to maintain their 
business, and penetrating the 
layer of .clay uphill from their 
water • source could cause their 
wells to go dry, 
In the meantime,.Taistra S ys, 
the city will be in touch with.the 
Mayor Jack Talstra, however, Ministry of Environment, who 
says council has since met with hasn't  figured-out what's hap- 
Christensen and found that pening in the area either, and the 
flooding has ,not been a serious Provincial Emergency Program 
prob.lem in the area before and to support claims for financial 
loss made. by residents affected 
Both the Terrace and Thornhill . should. The~- problem is ' the  by the flooding~ 
/ .  
"Because.the more government bodies and levels of government get 
0nStream, the. sooner it's going to come to fruition."'And in the 
end, his pcen agreed. 
:!~The 30-member Skeena Round Table for Sustainable Development 
~/dcscribed as a "grass-roots" organization formed in October 
X989,: representing the entire Skeena watershed through a diverse 
membership. Representation comes from industry, commerce, 
e~viroumental groups, the hospitality industry, native communities 
ahd government agencies. Their ultimate .goal is to educate the 
public on the facts and issues involved and to come up with some 
• viable recommendations that. will outline how wc can better 
integrate the environment and the economy. 
~As far as their planned year-long research project is concerned, 
the .round table, intends• to coordinate a team of-researchers who 
~1i employ an arniy of consultants. According to !heir proposal, 
t~,g0al is tO develop three tools "essential" to a major dem0nstra- 
tionofsustainable d velopment in,the Skeena watershed. 
These "tools" include a comprehensive inventory of the work 
fire departments report a quiet -_  i', 
week. The only  incident 
occurred in Thornhill ast Friday 
night. A number of young men 
apparently decided our mild 
weather was cause for an out- 
door drinking pariy around a 
warm .bonfire. There was,-h0w- 
ever, a. small problem in their 
planning. • 
It wasn't their age; they were 
apparently all 19 or older. It was 
the location of their bonfire that 
was cause for concern, For some 
reason, they decided the north 
end :of Century St. was a nice 
spot. 
Thornhill fire chief Art 
Hoving says the campfire, built 
with wood from a scrap pallet, 
was On the gravel portion of the 
road and the police said the 
young men wcrc wrong... It was. 
not an ideal ocation for either:a. 
party or a fire. 
One man was obnoxious and LEO 
Spent the night: in jail; The 
others; seeing the light, were 
. ~II I¢ -  
Correction. 
In a photo caption carried On drinks for the Kinsmen Oas-a- 
page9 of the Jan. 15, Terrace then. Totem PetroCan, sponsor 
Ret,/ew, A& W was incorrectly , of the . one-day event,, in fact" 
credited with donating soft donated all the refreshments. 
• j . , . .  
ARIES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI - - 
May 21-June 20 
CANCER 
June 21July 22 
Cooperation is the key to obtaining personal 
goals. Obstlnancy on your part will only make 
matters worse. 
Beware of platonic relationship that strays off  
course. Thls is not a good time to become roman- 
tically involved, again. 
Your creative and .artistic abilities are at an all 
time high. Put them to work for you. Express 
ideas In writing. 
An influential person could change your status 
at work - -  but not  necessarily for the. better. 
Watch for sheep in wolf's c.lothlng. 
Home is where your body should be. Do not 
July 23-Aug. 22 travel or accept unusual invitation. Stay close to 
- those.you love. 
VIRGO if you must s[gn a contract. be sure to obtain i!i ~' required toensure asustainable future, an exhaustive inventory of more cooperative and moved 
! and other resources needed to that work, and an their party indoors. Hoving says Aug. 23.Sept. 22 legal advice. Things are not always as they seem. fliiancial- " support Be'careful. 
6verall plan 'for a demonstration project hat will utilize the first .flrefighters then doused the fire, LIBRA Budget your time asyou do your finances. Put. 
the -debris, and went Sept. 23-Oct. 22 ' on paper your. where's andwhen's.  You will be 
i~t _w~atershed. • • ,  - h o m e .  SCORPIO Support for your id--will come from unlikely 
i~ two "tools to advancesustainable d velopment in the Skeena removed . surprised at the outcome. 
.. i . ,  :::' ' . • . . " " . . .  . . '  . ; , '  . . . " Oct. 23-Nov. 21 source.  Remember to be grateful. Show more 
• . . consideration, for others. 
Nov. 22.Dec. 21 though you seem to be far ahead, A set back may 
, . ,~ . . . .  occur at miy time. 
" " ' " . . . .  ' ' "' " O : ~"-  CAPRICORN ' ". 'The:'n.~l. !to ' .Io~k..back .' Is : overwhelming. 
,- .:. . sAGITYARIUS " Do. notbe  dl lato~. Keep up the pace even 
' . i i  ~J, -, " .Dec. 22.4nn. 19 Something.in your past is calling, you.' Do not , 
,~! k " . : " ignore the opportunity it affords.- . " • - 
i~ :. : " " ' ' w, . . ,, • . AQUARIUS ' Counter a business prof.s, al w,th one Of your 
~, • Jan. 20-Feb. 18 own. Show some spunkwith co-workers. Don't 
"T~ " " " '' - - l~r~,~"  " 'I " p" ' ~ p ' . ' " ' • ' ' .~ " " " be hassled into doing the wrong thing.,  : 
~i~ " ~ • 'i . . . . . . . . . .  " P ISCES You  may need to 80 to extremes to gain aiten- ' . 
' " :r ~'~:~ "'~'' ~:' ¢ , " ' ' SUBSCRIPT ION ORDER FORM • • . I ~ Feb. 19-Man 20 tion of onewho matters. Be prepared to pay the 
~:~.-, .:g~i:•: ~.I : .  . . " , , .  " ,. 1 year -  $39 .00 ,  p lus GsT  i " " " . / . . . . .  : ' :  
~,~ [2 Money  Order  O Master  Card - QrV iSa  " .... I " : 
~:! i i : !~:~: - ! : ' i~piU~-~nd a subscr ip t ion  to :  ' r , , . ,  ~ , ,  - ' . " ', 
~.~ ,"~:":~:'~ .... ' .... " ' " '  " " ° ' "  ' "  ' " " ' "  i"' Brighten your January - 
~.., "~ :_~::,:'~..~Narii ">- . .  • - " ' - '~  . . . .  " " " ' w i th .a  deht ray  f rom " 
~,.~ ,.~:~/: .rtu~.~.;= . . . . . . . . . . .  . ".. - . ,  . ; .  - - . . . _ " .  
~" " ;'r ' '~¢:P0sta lCode ,  . , .  , - ' ,  .. Ma, I or bnngm,s  lorm.m.. I Bert's e a esSen! 
' . . . . .  ~ " " --" , , ' "i -- Terrace Rev iew " ,.~. i 
~-" i  ~,Id~Terrace'&D|stHct $30.oo 4603 Park Avenue, Terrace - 
I0 I " i :: . , . . . . .  ,~i~0~rou~d(~ Ter race  & Distr ict $~q3.00 4535 Gre Avenue, 
Terra B C V8G 1M7 / ,--., Out of .Canada $100.00  .~. . " Ca, . . , . 635 5440 
.L.:. ~.i:_~:i i,,ili iI~M i .  i . i  i i I i I I i i i i I i . i  ! . i . I  i ! i i  i i~i i i m i  i .:- . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. 
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The Kitlope River valley south • 
o f  has become the 'focus • of 
international, attention as one of 
the few intact temperate rain 
forests left in the world. West 
Fraser Timber, ,the company that. 
.owns Skeena Sawmills in Ter- 
race, has the xight to log the 
. . . . .  Terrace Review WMnesday, January 22, 1992:3 :/!
W.e,s t  Fra s.er tOof fe r  mOdel /il 
res t  p l  fo rK i  ! pe  . . . .  fo  as an t o 
FarmL i=nc¢ 41. inio. a mode l  0f.about 90. Dupilka said ev©q!~i ': : i ' :  
forestas their preferred aiterna- the application:isrefused.'W~s~/' 
tire . . . .  Fraser would like to go altea~J 
"We believe the model forest .with the concept, but he added!i 
concept - -  getting the players that: alternative funding wouid! 
together to Jook.af management have to be found to finance th~i 
issues--:is critical. We're look: partnershipcommittee. 
ing for a resolution to. these Dupilka said.West Fraser will 
• valley, in partnership with Enso issues for the entire TFL,., We .be .taking about. 80,000 cubiC 
of Fin.and. can see the. trade-offs ~omlng, .metresof timberper year out @~ 
People representing bothsides and we can't operate xcept on a the Kitlopc under its current 
of the. Kltlope issue,, logging and . basis-that akes inL the '.entire plan.. Other park pr6posals- 
preservation, meet at the Mount ~. area," Dupilka said., relatedto the TFL 41 land base 
Layton Hot Spdngs. resort to- West Fraser announced.its, CoUld affect35,,00 cubic metres.; 
morrow. The. meeting is being - application for model forest of timber harvest per year; if the. 
convened by EcoTrust, an Ore. 
gon-based environmental comer-. 
vat,on group, and the Haisla 
band.council of Kitamaat, who 
claim the Kitlope as part Of their 
traditional tei'rit0ry..Ken Mar- 
golis of EcoTmst says the meet- 
ing; involving 23 people from a 
broad Cross-section of organiz- 
ations with an interest in the 
area, is intended-to present West 
Fraser with land management 
ideas that .could serve as an 
alternative to clear-cut logging. 
West Fraser is sending Russ 
• funding under the .federal Green 
Plan last week: If the :application 
,is approved, apadnershi p com- 
mittee 0f: 26 different interest 
groups would be set .Up:to advise 
the company on land use on the 
million-hectareTFL. Funding of 
$1.5 million ,.annually for five 
years would be available for the, 
committee to administer its 
affairs and conduct research. 
A maximum of 10 of the appli- 
cations will be ,approved, how- 
ever, and West Fraser's is one 
Co..,.,o,..on ,oa° coo, at t,o Food T,ou0,t.oup C,i.to..o.,or v,oo,ro.,,on, of . . - -  
their woodlands division from Imperial to: ,nvest ~;J million ~ kitchen on Sparks St.,:has been offering up hot meals for Quesnel, and foresters A! Du- 
School children since before Christmas. The Terrace Anti- 
Poverty Group says an averag e of 35 kids use the soup 
kitchen daily. APG representative•GerryKing says the facility 
could become an official delivery agency for the school meals 
program announced by the provincial government last week. 
i 
pilka, Scott•Marleau and Dam,on 
Keating. Dupilka said in an 
interview from Quesnel Monday 
that the company will present 
their plan to convert all of. Tree 
A T ,~- ,i~:,.~,.. • ~,,,,~,, ~, .~, , , , ,7 ,  T.,~:,,  . , ,  ,,,,/.,..,,, ~,,,,,, ~ ,, ,,,.., ENTION: / 
ALL FORMER SKEENA HIGH STUDENTS 
TH,S ,S YOUR LAST CHANCE TO 
LET US KNOW IF YOU PLAN TO 
. . . . .  ~ ATTEND OUR REUNION 
J JL v 31, AUGUST 1, AUGUST 2 ,1992 
' M  ~ I :L TO: SKEENA REUNION 1992 
BOX 473, TERRACE, B.C. 
V8G 4B5 
DEADLINE: MARCH 31,1992 
INFORMATION FORM :~:~ . . . .  
NAME: ............,...............MAIDEN NAME....................................... 
.entire amount were taken out.0f: 
West Fraser's cutting rights, he"!. 
said, it would cost the companY~ 
22 percent of its annual allows 
able cut. ~'  
The meeting at the hot spfin~i 
is scheduled for two days. It Will~ 
be open to the public, tO thq .
capacity of the room, from ~i;~: 
a.m. to noon tomorrow and 1-2: 
p,m. Friday. The rest of it Will- 
be closed, "to encourage frank,: 
discussion and aidng of differ- 
ences", says Ken Margo!is. of 
EcoTrust. 
Imperial oli will be carrying ;out a $3 million expansion 
project in Terrace'thls year. The •company will reduce the size 
of its area bulk plant in Prince Rupert and transfer that 
capadty to Terrace. 
Kevln Gardner, B.C. area distribution area manager, Said 
yesterday the move is being made because the Prince Rupert 
bulk plant Is too close to a r~sldentinl nelghbourhood and 80 
.Rupert are sold in the Interior. " ; i  
Gardner says the expansion project Is expected to begin 
sometime in March and should be completed in the fail. 
I t  Am1 at MOTHERS' MARCH MEALS 
I k ~ 7"1 ="J A delicious way to Support he 39th Annual " 
Kinsmen Mothers' March. 
On Jan. 25 & 26, there participating 
restaurants will donate $1 from every designated meal served. 
Terrace Inn 
Bavarian Inn 
Back Eddy 
Delaney's 
Inn of the West 
Niko's 
Pan~opolous 
• i-'lzza , 
• Quarter deck 
Savalas 
Don Diegos 
McDona]ds 
Northern Motor Inn 
Pizza Hut  
Sandman Inn 
Tim Horton's 
Support the KinsmenMothers' March and 
enjoy a meal out at the same time! 
C S, Wilkinson 
CHARTERED AC " . . . .  COUNTANTL 
635-5307 . . . .  
Member  of  the Ins#~ute o f .  
• chartered Accountants of  B.C. 
lain pleased to announce 
l wlll be moving my practise. 
,Effective January 30, 1992 we will 
be located in our new officeat 
" I I I 
:#304- 4546 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. ~ 
ADDRESS: • " .........,...........SPOUSE S NAME: .................................,,. 
................................".........TELEPHONE NO: .................................... 
YEAR FINISHED OR GRADUATED AT SKEENA HIGH .....,.... 
••.•@•.•.••..••.••.••...•••••••.••.••••.•.••••••••••.....••..••••..•.••••••••I•..••••.••....••...•.•.•••••••••.•••• 
ENCLOSE ~5.00 DEPOSIT: ..............0...'...0.0.................0...........0.00...... 
ENCLOSE SELF-ADDRESSED, STAMPED ENVELOPE: ........... 
, .  . . . 
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~;;;~.~::(i Terra,'e Re,'i,'w Wednesday. January 22. 1992 " :' " " " ' -  , " " " : "  "" "-' ' : . . . . . . . .  ' :  ' ' " i l l  
stolen. • .... ..,- : . :/,: :.•Thursday,. Jauua~16 , -i and ,:.recorded., :.de~!!s.of:.:,YO • 
.. Break, enter / in  d ::th..eft a t  ~.:~/p~a~:eilgt,:'Rti, theh:from a : ~tdpm¢~nfi:the pofiCe-~n be:of 
" Skcena Concrete on Old LakelSe .:p~vate)csi~ience :,in RossWood.: great l~elp;:;.All: Ca~d!dh"police 
Lake Road, Cash W~ stolen./ /~o::red.~and: orange Homeiite!.'.:['or~s a.rei connoted, to a.~nira|. 
Theft of $250 .w0rth0f.ski" :generai0rs vaiuCd'.-at $i,500::dnd ,i:compt~i6r, andint.h.©event 0f~ a 
equipment at  Sha.mcs Mountain. ' a: green: and black :Coleman : theft, the mformanon.you nave 
Taken were a pair Of Dynastar propane ligM were sto|en'..' : ;C011ccted Can bc -circuiated 
150 centlmetre skis with Solo, Break,-enter and theft from a throughout~Canad a" ' " 
man bindings and poles, construction trailer behind the. The .:,: following simple .. but 
Vandalism to:a: b lue 1985 .~ Curling rink. Stolen.Were. two effective: :measures .0f .crime 
OMC pickup ~parked, at./the~i.!eiectric power, saws, two impact prevention can prevent helfrus, 
..... " ' arena. A window was broken wren'ches valued at $150, one tmting disappointment many 
:;;~!,'~he fullowing Information is vehicle was recovered the fol- ii :~wgo ecrgeri: e:nsV:~eLaatt ~31~,' tph°p! :~ppl ied  by the Terrace RCMP..lowing day in Smithers. _ . and a wallet, stolen ere as.... 1 d .•e/duffer. through loss ...... by 
.~,'~".~ . . . . .  " no money in thewa .. ,. t ! .  " ! g ' ; ' , " ",":. : . :  : " .:-.': ~ '/" ': :~chment ,  The .  events hap-  Break, enter and theft in the -~ : - Break, enter and theft at a land a tool box valued at $300; ., An .Ounce. of prevention..; 
• ,~ned In your communi ty  and 26.~'block Kenney St ;A  stereo private reside~nco in the 3600 . .  ' , . : " A lways check:0r 10ck 'up'your 
, "!!~U may be able. to help. in and  set- of brown Sansui 
' "~s  wherethe offender(s).has peakers valued at $1,000 were: block Munroe St,, Jewellery,, a i " /  SundaY, January 19 '. skis  I fan 'appropriate faci!ity~s 
~huve not ~en identified. If stolen. The  stereo, was  Sanyo CD player, . l iquor/and: Wi l fu l  damage. , The f ront  avallable.~ Use cable locks,~i to 
i ~  have any  infatuat ion recovered. " hockey cards were stolen.i - giass door.of ,the Royal.Bank secure:-e.q~pment to permanent 
:~!~Ut ' these ~ cr imes,,  please wi l ful  damage and theft. Vandalism. ,to" three...fire. was smashed. • . locations.. Never  reave 9~s 
i~ph0ne the" RCMP at.. 63~- .Two vehicles were vandalized'at hydrants. Hydrants. at Uplands . Break, eater and theft, from- uniocked, on "a Car ski rack. 
~ i l .  " " "  - ...... • / i :  .i:, Terrace Honda..A window was school, Atwood and I~z..elle, and: the Terrace Rodtand Gun Club. Avoid .leaving skis out of your 
~-~;ii . " " ; : , "  " smashed and an Alpine stereo ~ ~ r l  Ao~eff~in~a:~:? f ro~ss~a~es'  ;F~rhoi lp~uec~h~~d~flot io  i 
• :'~!i~: ' " " " .::~i/,i-Moudny, January13.  ' system was .stolen from one. 
:~ l l fu l  damase tO a ,1991 grey• There was nothing taken from " , . 
! : ! !~ pickup parkedbehind the the.second vehicle. : -  . says the act of vandalism could ": Crime awarenessbul iet ini  . rePa!rs.: Identify boots,, mitts, 
:.i~" Of the West.:The p int .was  ', ., - " . 
-~tched Wqth a.sharp object,. : i / • Wednesday, Junuary 15 have caused seflous, damage to At  almost, any ski hlil, thou- jackets with something :likeyour 
~/ tempted  breukand elt~r in.  :Theft Of a G.E. Camcorder the water System. In addition, if Sands of dollars Worth.. of ski driver's iicence number so they 
. . . . .  ~.~3500 block Th0mas.St:: . : (lViodei 6060E, serial no. a serious fire had occurred at equipment is stolen fmmpeople/can be identffled.Where~possi- 
. i~B~nk nnd 'eater at ThomhilL .6I~S56679) from a Beaver Cr. about the same time, fire figh t- who thought 'they :ieft their hie, engrave the/number into the 
~otors;N0thtng was stolen. : residence sometime after Octo- ing efforts may have.been cam-~ulpment |n  a safe place. In.the item~,Record all serialnumbers, 
~.~:~:,~:?~ " . bar. 1991. promised..Tl~.is n~ght' have past .week alone. at least: ' two' In case. of theft.,. Report all 
" resulted in mjury or deat l~in sets o f  skis have beensto len  thefts tothe RCMP immediately;. "':'!S~ - ' ' " : "  ' " '  : " a . r'~"/~:,, ' r u e s d a y ,  J u n u J r y 1 4  Theft of a stereo, from 
li ly.eft o f  a ~:blue 1978 Ford vehicle at Thomhill Motors. A which case Beckett -says hc from Shames Mountain. A little If you witness anything suspi- 
. :~"~; - ,  • . . . .  . : . . .  . . . . " ,~rmont  Station wagon from the vent window was broken and a would be seeking prosecution to care. could prevent your ski claus note the details and ~ldvlse 
~ ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  +h~ ,~a,,;m,,m the law allows, equipment from being" stolen, ski hill officials or the RCMP 
! If you have .properly identified .immediately.. 
t .  
_~:.~ 
;/ 
-~!l i 
.1 
! i: }~! 
f L.. 
i: :~ 
%1~~ -B.C. Ambul~ee ,Ser- chances of survival. . , ' 
, :~ /~c~'a~v i ty -~e~f - r - -  A case in po~t. On DiZ. 9, 
: :~rrace BCAS. paramedi .1991, a lower mainland man.was. 
,i:~nd~d to a total of 26-calls- usingpower: tools-to c0n~o!etca 
' ~ the week Of Monday, Jan, bathroom renovation' project. A" 
r /t0 Sunday, Jan. x9. of ih , simple mtak  with a saw. and a 
.~ i~ca l l s  ~dueto  tramm.:In fraction of a second later his hand 
,,~,~,:~;;.. . .. . • . . . . .  
:~,~;~incident/an. area. youth,, was was. lying on the floor, and'a 
' r~ :~~ 'm :dm~ .Memorial stream of blood was pumping out 
~:~i ta l .  with minor, injuries :usa of severed arteries in his arm. He 
j~ult of inteq~ersonM •violence; A realized there was a good chance 
:~l.mm Mo-unmin, ,skier Was,, he wou~d ie. 
Just r~lax, the dis~,JF~r ady~pd. 
Wrap ~ stu~;'i~ ' a towel and 
elevate .it to..slow, bleeding. And 
.from time to time,, a calmingi 
• "How are you doing?" " " . . 
The boy's, response to. "the 
dispatchers query, Fine." Hawas 
cool. And as a re, suit, his.fati~, r 
didn't die. He is alive and well.., 
And still-has.his hand. It WasseW~i 
back on in the Qpcrating room a. 
short time later, and:whileit i may,. 
i :.ured in am.  And a Te = 
: i~ '  was.  injured in ". a .~ motor 
.~ i~c le  acc l~ut ,  : . :  .: : .  
~trian:in.hls rnid-twenties was 
~t  when struck by an older 
-~-.:y:_ , .. . . . .  
: model pickup truck backing Out of 
'.glparklng space at Terrace Shell. 
"NO. charges were filed against he 
• .d f lv~ of the vehicle. A Mills 
• - .~~or ia l  Hospitalspokesman says 
/ !~  man was released from hospital 
The fight kind of help, though, never be the same, it's back were 
wm ciusc at hand. His 11-year-old it belongs and to some degree 
son was in the living room and useable.. . " -.{. ~ • 
heard his fatlgi cry out.in pain. I f .you are ewr  faced with a 
The boy investigated immediately, medical emergency Of any kind, 
A quick glance told him his father remain calm, an d follow the. pre- 
was in serious trouble..; BUt he scribed procedure. In .the. Tcrm,,ce 
didn't panic. He ran to the. area, phone the ambulance cmerg- 
phone, dialed 9-1-1, and was .cncy number--638-1102....--'and 
relating details of the incident o respond accurately to all of the 
a professionally trained dis-dispatcher's.questions. . . . .  
patcher in seconds. First, he ,will "ask. you .which 
community ou am calflng from. 
An ambulance was dispatched Second, he will ask for your name, on Sunday. 
,Temce Paramedics also a~nded almost immediately. The boy the address of the victim, and 
remained calm and followed the 
instructions of the dispatcher, who 
stayed on lirg until paramedics 
arrived. 
number of the phone you are ca,- 
ing from.Third, he will ask for the 
victim's condition, and,a de, scrip-. 
t/on of the incident. 
to 13 medical etncrgcncies during 
the week. Of tlgse, one was a 
'cardiac-related emergency and:two 
.were due to acute shortness, of
• " % , .  
-Meath. The balance of.the week's. 
.~.~.xtivity nvolved 13 patient_ tram- 
"~!~m in and out of locdt or provin- 
-~!~il medical facilities. 
:~i:~!~!i~ ~~ ,• i~i" • , 
be difficult 
you're: deal- 
~cy medical 
~)rtant to, the 
Rem~n/ng 
paramedic. 
to dispatclgr - 
.he linc may~ 
' ~. able tO explain procedures that 
an ~ ~ed out while you are 
'~WMting for, the ambulance to /-!)v.:;:;: " '-, ' " , . 
, , / :~ ,  This can mininuze trauma 
.... ~ might improve the victim,s 
PACIF IC  
-NORTHERN 
, ~ASLTD;: 
Appl icat ion to 
I nc reaseRates  
NOTICEOF PUBL IC  HEARING 
Time: 9:00am. 
Date: Monday, February24,1992 
Loc~tion: :. Crest Motor Hotel 
- 222- lsVAvenue West, Prince Rupert-B.C. 
TH~A]PPLICATION. 
On December 1,1991, Pacific Northern .Gas Ltd. ("PNG,) applied for an 
interim increase innatural gas rates to becon/e effective January 1,1992. The 
Commissinn, by-Order No. G-7-92, dated January 8, 1992 authorized an. 
interim increase of2.86 percent on revenue to be applied on a gross margin 
basis to all Customers, effective January 1, 1992, subject to refund with 
interest, ifdetermined to be appropflate after a public hearing. 
THE PUBLIC HEARING ._ - 
The Commission has set down the Application for public hearing to com- 
mence at 9.'00 a.m. local time, Monday, February 24,1992, at the Crest Motor 
,Hotel, 222-1st Avenue West, Prince Rupert B.C. 
PUBLIc INSPECTION OF THE APPLICATION 
The Application, supporting material nd Commission Order No. G-7-92 are 
available for inspection atthe Head Office of PNG at Suite 1400, 1185 West 
Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 4E6, at its District Offices" located 
throughout its service territory, and are also available for inspection atthe 
office of the British Columbia Utilities Commission, Sixth Floor, 900 Howe 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
The Application and supporting material will be mda available for inspeo 
tlon in PNG Offices and an Executive Summary of the Application will be 
distributed by the Applicant to lntervenors and interested Parties as they 
become r gistered with the Commission. 
INTERVENTIONS 
AND s'rRog[ 
FOJNI~T~N C~ 
B.C.t  
" ' ~ Any pers~ wishing to be present at the public hearing and to give evidence 
IMPROVING Maggie Park or~examinewitnessessh°uldl:~°vidawrittenn°tice't°bereceived-n°t 
.:later than Friday, January 31,1992 to the Commission .SeQ~. yand to 
YOU R ODDS #209'452B6 Park Ave.,. Appiicant.TheNottceshouldindudeabddstatmnentast°m.enature°lffie 
A G A I N S T -  Ter raCe,  .C .  : in teres t  In  the  Pr  / ' ° (x '~: i ings"  ' 
- • : - - smMmStONS sY~rrelesTeo PARSES 
CANADA'S" V8G lV1' Wfltten submissions to the hearing should be submitted, one copy to th e 
#1 KILLER ' 638-1167:/: . : :  [ Commisdon Secretary and one cepy to the Appllcant' ~:Nd°r t° WednesdaY, 
A thoughtful way to remember iS:with:an'In 
Memoriam gift to the Heart and'Str0ke:Foundation 
of B.C. and Yukon. PleaSe mail your donation to 
the aboveaddress and include:the name of the 
deceased, your name andaddress, aswel l  as:the 
- ,. . . o . / . "  
name and address of the next-of-kin for an 
a¢~0wledgement c~d.  
• ~f -z  
i r f  i I I [ l I I I I ` "I " I I " " - • • 
Febnary 12,1992. 
CLARIIqCATION 
Persons intending to partidpate inthe public heroin& who are uncertain 
~ ~ manner ~wl~ ~ pmce~ maY con~ ~.  P~J. Pd.~ ~ 
Secretary, orMr. Simon Won& Mansger, Rates and Rnance- Pair°lento, bY 
telephone ((~O-4700) or B.C. Toll Free (1-800-663-1385), or in writing. 
BY ORDER 
Robert J. P~,tt 
Comml~onSeamry 
SlXTH ~LOOe, g00 HOWR s'man', v,,,Ncotnn~ B.c. wz2~ 
• . , 4 "J* 
" . Ter race  Rev  W :Wednesday, Jan 22, 
G a :•  t h e va n d a l 's e 3 . 
. . . .  AS an example, M(:Quarrle being asked to contribute aS Anonymous: reporting line 
to be in service next month 
i 
by Ted Strachan --- • 
• , i i i 
TERRACE'--- The gears are in 
motion, and if everything falls 
into place as .it should the Van- 
dal-:Watch:program will be on 
line on, Feb. 15, Vandal Watch 
will offer a'24-hour, confidential 
"Tips" phone li.ue. Local resi- 
dents who me the Service can 
remain anonymo .us after describ- 
ing. what they saw during a 
: criminal act:cauSing.:damage to 
" refers specifically to the down- 
"town area centred on Kalum 
between Lakelse and Greig. Acts 
-0 f .vanda l i sm .in that area, he 
informatlon~may then be able'.;:t0: ! says, are often carried out by 
claima reWardranging between',, adults who have been drinking 
$200 and $500 and still never be : in the area. 
named. If the incident of vandal- And of "the younger teens: fre- 
ism is extraordinary, rewards quenting the same area: "They 
may OCCasionally be somew~t'" are actually trying to take care 
higher. :of the.area down there and I 
Vandal'!-:Watch is intended.to •lm0w, :.of- a" number them who 
catch vandals only,-but once the. • have put themselves in pretty 
: system., is operating smoothly. dangerous" positions reporting 
Other crimes like break and enter incidents, down -there. So this 
and theft may be.added as-well,.... (the..T.!ps Lion)iskind of a safe 
The Com/nittee currentlydevel- . 'out.':.for them too." 
private or publi c property, . . oping the program consists o t  Another part• of the •program as 
People reporting ~imes. or. representativ.es of .the b~siness ,it involves youth in that•same. 
suspicious. Incidents ,through.the:, community, the city, the RCMP,::.jmrt o f  town is better, communi- 
line will not be: reqnir~ ' to give youth workers and B;C. Tel. The Cation between youth- and the 
name, address, phone number committee hopes:that eventually business community, says.busi- 
and birth date. They,ll simply • teens will also become involved, nessman and committee member 
Doug Smithi .Convicted 
vandals could be required to 
repay reward fund, 
. ;~ : ,  . .  
well. If the city fails to co~: 
through, there will at least:~'. 
enough .money toget  Van~.  
• Watch off.the ground. And o~i~ 
the program proves its worth,.i~,: 
similar.programs i~ve alreadyi!~il 
many other B.C. communiti~ii~ 
other sources of funding will ~!i 
found. ' . . !~I~::L 
The. area to be covered.b]~ 
Vandal Watch is basically : t~  
same area covered by the Ter- 
race detachment Of the RCMP~ 
This extends roughly from 
Mount Layton Hot Springs it0: 
Rosswood,-and from Cedarval~ 
to Exchamsiks River. Due to ~ 
regional nature of the program-: 
the committee also inten-ds:!:i:~": 
approach the regional district f6i:. 
additional funding. " ...... 
- !9 . :  
:.-./7" - 
spend bet Doug Smith says the sen- 
tence passed own is often as 
__  .important as catching the vandal 
again - 
Phony tell the person- answering the in theprogram. George Clark. "We want to see ~.~~i~.-, 
phone what they saw and be The teen component is import- if we can make: Contact withcourt to order remuneration to :!!i!~i.i 
given a file identification cOde ant,.says YOUth worker Oreg people inthispartoftownand Vandal Watch for the loss ~!  | i# i l f ,~ l / f~~i~i :  
that can be used to chcck period- McQuarde, a. member of the . then do some bridge building." incurred by paying a reward due " 
ically ,on the progress of the committee. "The majority- of And with the arrival of the to.the offender's act of vandal, °u /v  ~Y Ul~!i!::~: 
them.arenotint0 law breaking Tips Lines there may be a ;new ism. strikes investigation. ` .~,v. 
If the .information ,provided or vandalism,", he says. "A lot of twist in how justice is admzms- A small technicality in getting -~G • • . ~,~i,:~/: 
leads to the successful convic- them are.interested in protecting tercd as well. Committee "mem,. ~the program off the ground is .:-i;.'-.,:,. 
tlon of the criminal, the person property where- they - the fact that an offer of $11,000 "=~":~~ 
who originally .~provtded the time... Not destroying it." from the city to, help finance the- 
program is onl~ tentative. The .- ..... . 
. itself. If it Carries the right mes- idea issitting i~ city council's Under the "at it again" cate '~ 
W e  sage, the sentence can educate 1992 budget pflority list and will we have a bulletin frem i~ • 
" : . n o w  and r.chabili!ate the .offender haveto successfully Compete .Skeena Health.Unit ad,vbing ~,~ car  a : fu l l  : .~.ther thansimply punishing .with a number of other commun- one who a receives telepho.ue . 
• h im. .  , . : . .  - - :  dynecds beforethe grant, is' inyolvingabreastcancetsru~cy]o 
• .~The,--: ~eomm, ttee wi ! l .  I~c actually made.. _: ,. ::: ..... , : ~ , .and ,n~.~ ~V~P: .~ 
'. ' approaching the :legal"system Orga~dzen a~re confident, hoW- health unit ts cond~ iio ~ 
:' :'ii' I' ' l ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "  i v~fth the.concept Of having the ever. Localbasinesseshavebeen sla'vey, The- -nc  caller~i~!i~, ,. 
• ': .:{. : "offender payingthe reward that asked t0come up With another .female,.".l~. .!~,e n ~ creating :~ .  i bus  " : :  resulted in l~ls arrcst: Smith says $10,000 and locai ~mmunity: nuisance periodically for ' ~ :  
this couldbe done by asking the clubs and concerned .citizens a~ YearninTerfaces Kitimat, Haze~ 
mb ca,   oo., , . .  
• ,; i' : ; : and smaller commtmlfies in~ 
o le r  Westm,n  " / /' ii" . 
' : '  " n"n e • Cornputeraccessories.photocopy CO Tl : 
plneed on,probatlonforealUnginafalsebombthredtto, . q tract" , !i!ili r'aper'labels're~Iar&- __ - o--ohan~""~'" tSelomlalrport.  ' : '  c n ' : 
• signs . o f f i ce  suppl ies.br iefcases ~er,:w. no bomb, says staff sergeant John Veldman, I I Ii n 
" and a/subsequent RCMP Investigation led to the residence , 
,,pens/pencils,;tape. r port 
corners, calendars, message . . . . .  
pads, ink.highliters/ 
- . . , "  
* and 
MUCH.IMUCH.,MORE! 
~ l ~ i n ~ ~ M ~ . . . . . ~  ~ W ~ ,  .. o : .  - ~.~ ~ .~ .. i . If we don't have it, we'll 
order it for you. Most orders 
can be delivered in 
less than one week/ 
of 28-year, old Gilbert Chapman. 
Chnpman-wu charged under Section 372(1) of the 
criminal code, making a harassing telephone call with the 
intent to alarm or injure another person. Ou Jan. 17, 
Chapman appeared in Terrace Provincial Court and wu 
fined $1,000 and placed on probation foralx months; 
Having just completed a colt,  
tract gel d ore milling operatii~n 
for Tcnajon, Westmin Resources 
of Stewart is now seeking other 
contracts to supplement he 
milling plant. : 
rouen - - , Company spokesman Bruce 
• McKnlght said Friday Westmin 
has just finished processing one 
test batch for the Dome Moun= 
tein mine near smithem and Is 
. now processing ore from the 
gold nune daily. He said West' 
min expects to finalize a con. 
With recent publicity on the use of the roadside screening 
device, I will take this opportunity to explain the legislation that 
covers its use. 
Terrace Detachment u ilizes an AL.E.R.T. Model 'J3 roadside 
screening device, an approved screening device pursuant tot he 
Criminal/Code Of Canada. Where a peace officer reasonably sus- 
pects that a person who is operating a motor vehicle, vessel, air- 
craft or railway equipment h~ alcohol in his or her body the peace 
officer may, by d~nd,  require that person to provide forthwith a
sample of breath into the screening device. 
Section 254(5) Criminal Code of Canada states: (Everyone 
commits an offence who, without reasonable excuye, fails or refus, 
es to comply with a demand made to him by a peace officer. 
The penalty is minimum $:300 fine, maximum five years in jail. 
In Canada IT'S TIlE LAW. 
tract soon. it could mean up to 
5,000 tons a month for the mill. 
Westmin is currently running 
an open pit gold mine just north 
of Stewart, and McKnight said 
they are now Working on re- 
opening the old Premier under- 
ground .workings near the open 
pit operation. The company, 
employs 105 people in its 
Stewart works, and the'contract 
milling helps suppoi-t the facil. 
ity. Optimum design capacity fOr 
the mill is 2,000 tons of ore per 
day. 
BUSINESS MACHINES 
Available at: 
TERRACE 638-8585 
4522 Lakelse Ave. Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 P8 
PRINCE RUPERT 624-5714. 
737 Fraser St, Prince Rupert,.B,C, V8J 1 R1 
KmMAT 632-5037 
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Terrace Re;view' Wednesday; January 22, 1992 
;~.i~..,: . . .  
. .  i..¸ ..! . , : . , ,  , : • . .- , -,, . . . .  .~ ,-'., ..'_" , / .  : 
• ~ . . . , ~ • , ~ :  % . . . .  , - , ; , , ;  , ,  , ,  
• I ; ""  "~' ' ;' " : " " :  : '  
~ .. ~..,',i~ . " . , .~ ~',~,4Y'. , , , '~. ; ' .... ,,. 
;'~::: .... efface city council; like other municipal 
T g°vernments::acr0ss:"~e country, receives 
., : over, the. course, of a year numerous requests 
::f'0r-financial assistance from community groups end 
:;~Zganizations, The need and:amount of money 
:varies, but in Tei'raco COuncil chambers one thing 
• I 
has never varied: the bottom line from the viewpoint 
• :~of our city aldermen. Is this, or is this not, setting a 
precedent, they ask? Give to one group;, and the next 
group can argue that they have tO receive their share 
. ,  as  well. : '~ 
/~ Most often, the answer to their questionon preced- 
ence is, "Yes." And the answer to the group in need 
.No . "  
:;:~ This may no longer be true, •however. Local service 
; i : ] t ibs  seek ing  f inanc ia l  ass is tance to purchase  a 
:~i~ce of emergency ormedicaI equipment, or 
;:.~grad¢ or build a:city park, may not have to sell 
~:!~ot dogs on the corner or raffle cars in the,mall. 
~is ing  the required.project funds may be as easy as 
W~ting a letter,to city council. 
~':{This apparent change in,theway ourcity fathers 
::.i~w donations to Worthy community organizations 
ilt~k place C0u~¢il,chambers on;Monday, Jan. 13at 
~bUt:8:32 p.m.~ - ; :  i~ : ~:: :: 
i::~i;On the agenda, was a letter from ,the Kinsmen and 
,=_ • :~et te  Clubs of  Canada. headquarters in Cambridge, 
: . . . .  On L AS it has in previous years,, the letter offers a 
. brief profile Of theorganization, points out, 1992 is 
;~eir.72nd year 0f operation in Canada, and then 
-asks:the City of Terrace to purchase a "Message-of- 
.S~port" in.a spocml anniversary issue of their 
~tiona! pdblication; KIN Magazine. ' 
~!iThe cost of advertisements, according .to attached 
~ormation, range from $225 for one-twelfth of a 
/p~age to $835 for a full page. And according to the 
OMES BEFORE POLICY 
• - w ,  
letter, .the money raised will help the~Terrace clUb, It' ~ and, "We have probablyopene d up a whole new 
is stated that 100 percent of all~moneytaised.:!i0cally " avenue Of letters to council.;. ;We're possibly going 
is spent locally; The cost of operating the club's to  haved" deluge of letters from whoever, and we , 
internal mechanism is paid through members.hip fees .  had better be prepared." 
Keeping pace with inflation, .however, means:mere- With;this thought in min¢l, Sheridan made a second 
bership fees rise annually. "Our members tell ~the  " • motion, that the "appropriate a~mmittee•look at city 
rising cost of annual dues is becoming a major draw- policy .and report back to council. The appropriate 
back to new members joining our  clubs," the letter 
said. "If all the communities we.serve pitch in to 
assist us by placing a "Message-of-Support! once a 
year it can have a tremendous impact on: reducing 
our annual membership dues, making it easier for all 
Kinsmen and Kinettes to remain members and con- 
tinue serving their community's greatest need. = 
Most city aldermen saw the light. All but Darryl 
Lament voted "yes, to a motion by,Rick King that 
the city purchase one third of a page in KIN Maga- 
zine for a sum of $455. A resolution of this kind has 
not passed Terrace council in living memory. The 
annual Kinsmen request has always been viewed as a 
precedent-setting donation to aservice club that 
would attract a swarm of other applicatio~ •. Even 
requests from service clubs for a-little financial 
assistance from the city by way of property tax 
exemptions h~ve been declined in the past. 
According W King, "They (the Kinsmen} put so 
much into our community, it's good for us to sup- 
port them." But from Laurent's viewpoint, (adding 
that he does recognize the value of the Kinsmen 
committee was later named as the Community and 
Recreations Services Committee. One of the th~ngs 
that committee should consider, said Sheridan at the 
time, is to budget a ispeciflc amount Of money to 
support community service organizations, . 
Lauren_t seemed tO disagree with this idea as well, 
but in the end voted his approval to a committee 
discussion on policy; In discussion, Laurent acknow- 
ledged the fact that the city had supported causes 
like cancer research and the Dr, R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
Foundation's CT scanner fund, buthe argued that 
both those causes are something entirely different. 
"I cannot support he idea of cancer and service 
clubs as being the same thing," he said. "Service 
clubs support the community in any way they can 
and I'm not sure going tO council is the way to do  
it... I don't think we can afford it." 
vzcw, ~owever, Shendan's Inspitc,.of,Laure}it'S " : "~" . .  " ~ 
.... mot io~ passed unanimously. And with that; the 
Message;of-Support to'the Kinsmen is open to inter- 
pretation bY all similar organizations, and the .debate 
on whether city residents hould support local ser- 
organization to  our community), "As  a member of a 
service club I have a problem in land raising for 
those sorts of organizations. They all have their own 
projects... This is out of bounds." 
Alderman Danny Sheridan agreed-with .King's 
view, .but warned of what was sure tocome; The 
motion they had just passed.-was precedent-setting 
I L  
. , • . ,  
vice. clubs through taxation begins. 
~The, line between the functions of government and. 
- the function of community-based:'organizations s 
foggy atbest, and city.council's action, combined _ 
the with KJ_itimat-Stikine Regi0nal;.Distdct's ' $50,000 
gift't0 a a cross-country ski club, has not cq~'fled 
the situation. 
I 
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R ecoll'e,cti ons 0 res  
of Sweden Insights " :~!i Beede Mountain brings to about inconfusion,¢achwaiting 
mind another mountain in Herby for the other to make" adecision. 
Squiah'a past as. the forester If the decision Was bad, they i::, 
searches for an acceptable posi- would be the sacrificial goat. If . . . . . - .  
t n "~ personally as well as the' docision 'was :good, others by Ted Strachan, in consultation with- Rod Arnold and Doug-Davics ..a 
professional ly. -  to .take on the could jump on the band wagon .-. _ " .: 
practical and ethical problems and claim it as their own. when you know what's broken clicked, warning of.  Herby's. thing Squish had learned Was 
, prexented by his. employer, "It's a silly/ game,".. Squish it's generally not that difficult o advance. Squish loved the out- that there is no Swedish solution 
Milton.i, Jov!al,,:.and the opera, reflected. "Much- like playing fix. But this was different. There doors. The sm¢ll~ the sounds.., for us, in part becaus© of what 
t ionsofJovialLoggins,  chickcn." were a lot of heavy weight No amount of  money could" .we.have already done. 
Squish turned the key in the players stumbling around the create what Mother Nature does. Sweden, Of course,., has ,had 
S quish . repeated. • the ignition and shifted into drive, s~ge and none of them. were As Squish worked his way up forestry disasters equal to ,'or 
Words of profcssorRees " The clock.was ticking away on. willing to follow common sense the slope the wilderness environ- greater than om'.own. But SWe- 
in his mind: ."Ate we -. his day of solitude and he. still advice, merit helped take his mind off den's problems are many gener- 
most concerned in managing the had a lot of thinking to do. Milton Jovial was a good the task he had been struggling ations in the past. The forest 
woods of B.C.?" he asked. "In He : twisted, :bounced and example., It didn't take long for with all day. The dilemma of the industry in Sweden is more than 
maintaining"happy,sI~reholders turned up the side of Beetle his venture to enter the inevi- forest industry was soon, pushed 700 years old and Sven will tell 
in Zurich and New York and so Mountain until: he ran out of table downward slide. Inevitable aside by much more pleasant you their management practice. 
on? Or ought we to be con- road. He wasted .little time to was perhaps a poor choice of thoughts, are the best in the world. 
cerned with maintaining take in the View from this lofty words, Squlshdecided. It would Beetle Mountain was a very To some extent, squish hadto 
sustainable communities within 
agree. But not entirely. Sw¢den 
our Ownpopulation?" " In  Canada it's just plain money, Just cut the trees down and take the still has its fair share of ptob- It's ad~ision that needs to be 
made, And it's a decision that_ money and-go somewhere lse and cut the trees down. YOU cannot do that in lures. In Sweden, however, riley 
needs to be acted on immediate- SWeden. The penalties are very, very high. Even for very, very small damages, at least have a long-established 
ly, Reea had said. Because, "At That's not true in Canada." way of dealing with problems as 
the present time, international . they arise. It's.called commit- 
ment. The honesty to face the 
financing favours happy stock- vantage point. It was still a 45. be difficult working within the special place for Squish. Them truth, and the will to do some- 
holdors... The communities be minute hike to the top, so heexist ing system, but a corpor- was something unique about he thing about it. When it com©sto 
damned." headed immediately up the ation, a bourn of directors with a contours of the land he couldn't forestry, you won't find thai'in 
That was three years ago. mountain side through a short commitment to the land, could quite put a finger on. But it -the Jovials of this world. 
Today, he reflected, it's as section of. clear cut into virgin do it. He was certain of that always reminded him of Slidvik Squish remembered his first 
though a crossroad had been, forest; fact, But you can'tdictat¢-com- HiP ~ .- 
mached.andpeop!c:rep.resent'ing'" Th~ :~" """"  '" . ,..~,,~ ,,, .,,,.~:,~, .... =,, ,~,J~, =,,., ~.~, ~,:.n.Sweden. . meet ing  with  Svenson  Well,..:It 
solutiOn. Where is  the rmtment. It has to come from: In the summer of 1990, Squlsh was: in 'the late ~ 1980's':at~::~n 
f0ieSt companies, financial insti- solution? Squish knew what was within, and fellow forester Sven " international forestry conference 
tutions and government milled wrong. He had for years. And Somewhere a chipmunk ,S~,enson had spent he betterpart in Vancouver. Both had a couple 
t l~ l  t~  era week exploring Slidvik and. of drinks under their belts at.the 
.~  .~l~J~ ' ~®7 m ~~dl~ y . d~ ,: .~,:/ thesurroundingarea. ,::~ 
: ? : ~ i ~ "  . . . . . .  : l l r ~ - :  : ~ ' ~  .... ~ :, . . . . .  . . . . .  :,, was  actually much more than a uninhibited. 
• :~: ~ ':~: ~:": . : :':"~: '~!i~ hill. If it were  in B.C.  it wou ld  " I 'm not really conv inced  
.,~ ~,~ :~ . . .~.,.~,:,~:~: ._:.:~,:......~ have been called Slidvik Moun- Swedish forest'practices are. . any 
:~ ~ -~~~,:,~:>~l~,,.~,~¢~,.~..',~..,,~a, ~~,~: , : , :  ~ , , ~ l ~ ~ ~ . v - , . ,  taln. But  the Swedes  have a better than ours,:" Squ ish  :had 
.............. ~. . ........... ~'-,o . . . . . . . . . .  -~ :  ~:: ~:~,~,,.,~ - ~ ~ : ~  -'~, ~,~:'~" ~:~ much different approach to life said. H© still didn't understand 
• than Canadians do. why. In truth, he believed quite 
Local people should: h a v e  major Thc Swedcsareproudoftheir the opposite and was a little 
forests and have learned to man- jealous of his Swedish peer. 
role in decisions on Kitlop agethaland. And so in Swedcn, The glowofscotchandwater it's. Slidvik Hill. Because a hill in Sve~on's face deepened to 
is much less intimidating than a bright scarlet and Squish new 
To the Editor; ' . mountain. . .  Much more instantly he had made a mistake. 
' ".We're doing it much better We have been noting with in this area this week. GreenpeaCe very concerned that other local approachable as"a part of every 
interest the many articles in your has also taken interest in this area interest groups have so far had no day life. At' leas.t that's how than in Canada," Svenson had 
paper and others about land use in and has travelled to Scandinavia say in the land management of this Svenson had explained, it. Squish shot back in su~risingly good 
had never really deczded if,he English. "Because there are rules the Kitlope Valley. Whatever and Germanyfor input onmanag- area. Forestry decisions in this • was serious, though, to replace the forest. In Sweden 
decisions are made on the use of ing the area. Are these organiza. : area have a direct financial impact Sweden. It  brought back a lot it's against he law to cut a tree 
this large land area, they will ~ tions the ones that should be mak-: on all Northwest residents. Many of memories. He and Svenson down if you do not plant new 
impact he residents of Northwest- ing the land use decisions? local interest groups ha_ve begun had explored Swedish and Curia- one. You have to do it. If you 
em B.C. Should foreign-based environ- taking an active role in the plan- dian forestry inside out and 
Eco-Trust (an international mental groups dictate land man- ning of our resource areas, and we 
environmental group based in Ore- agcment in B.C.? Our group is not believe that his is the mute to go. probably the most important - -  Continued on page 8 
gon) wi l lbomeot ingwithth¢ saying that alternative plans Looal residents hould have a F o r m e r  S k e e n a  h a s  
Haisla natives to discuss land use should be discounted, but we are major say in land use.decisions, as "IV D :i 
they may have the clearest under- 
standing oftheimpactofthese ch .a~ce ,  to  be  chan .ce[ Jo r  Legion Ladies choose decisions. 
executive 1992 wo believe that British Ions Campagnolo, who rcpr¢- board of governors, awards 
Columbians must work together to sented the Sl~¢¢na riding as MP degrees and is expected to play" 
decide land management i  B.C. in the 1970's, is one of four a lead role in raising money for 
To the Editor; preslaent MarJ Cromarty, first .Making these types of decisions people who have been nominated the university. 
vice-president Bey Diekie; sec- . will never be eas~,, but British for the position of Chancellor 
The Legion Ladies of Branch end vice,president Hazel de- Columbians will be making a lot for the University of Northern Also nominated for Chancellor 
13 in Terrace have ended Franc, secretary Lissi Sorensen, of them during the 1990's. It is B.C. were Charles Henry Gairus, a 
• another very successful year. At 'treasurer Jean Dixon, sergeant- extremely important that these Chancellor is an honourary and professional forester, Jack G. 
our December meeting the Sal- at-arms Jessie Gowe, and direc- decisions are rationalones made unpaid position that involves the McKenzie, a medical doctor, and 
ration Army received food for tom Claire Irwin, Evelyn Baxter by people who have truly consid- university's public image and Ray Gillis Williston, a lawyer2' 
their food hamper program, and Addle Ryan. ered allsides of the issue, usually goes to an individual Members of the UNBC convo- 
along with unwrapped gifts for Lisst Soresen, • Dianne Smith, with a prominent public profile, cation will vote in the election 
the needy and $300 for the Secretary, Ladles'Auxiliary, , Canadian W0mcn The Chancellor represents the by mail up to March 2, Tile 
Kettle Campaign. Royal Canadian Legion in Timber, university at important public elected Chancellor will. take 
The 1992 slate of officers is Branch 13, Tetrdi:e : --~ . . . .  ~ :  Terrace Branch. events, attends meetings of.the office May 23. 
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• " -"  le die,s in s ' Te_rr,ace p one .e r Mary. ,  L mtt . . . . . .  
er younger y i~iMary Catherme Little died In  11 ears Mary ished her silver cupsthr0ugh her 
peacefully in her home in Tcr- excelled in many sports, includ- early years in Terrace, a place 
ra~ on Thursday, January 10, 
1~,  surrounded by her children, 
. d~ng her last moments. 
Forestry Insights- 
~Cont inued f rom page 7 . . . .  " • 
. ,= , - . . .  . .  
don't, you will get jail." Svenson to laugh~ Notat Squish, 
%Squish unintentionally inter- but at the way the two of them 
i~pted Svenson w i tha  sharp were behaving. 
:~ ,  but Svenson Would not be "i'm sorry Mr. squish," Sven- 
~ed.  from delivering his son had said more Softly. "I 
i! ~6~guelashing. i ~ must admit we're n0t.pcrfect in 
~i/~iW-{thouta pause, he continued: Sweden. But after 700 years of 
i ~I~:i~nada it,s just plain money, forestry we still ha~,e lots of 
!i : j~t  cut the trees down and take woods and trees in Sweden, and 
• • ~ ~ ~j .  . • . , . . 
tl~: money :and go somewhere I don't think you can really say 
e~and cut the.trees down. You that in B.C. even after only 100 
: ~ot ,do  that in Sweden. The years of harvesting. As a for- 
ester in B.C. you're beginning to 
~, ... 
E~en for very, very small dam- 
ages. That's not true in Canada." 
:i~iSve~on iflnally:.paused for a 
q~ck gasp of.atr and Squlsh 
• : ~k~. , ,advantage  of the  bnef  
silence to apologize. First for the 
b~.  And second ~ for the audac- 
i~/to suggest Canadian forest 
~gement  practices were 
~ to those in Sweden. 
. :~tlrdidn't matter where they 
Were or not. He should have 
rememberedthe Swedes have 
8~at  pride in the way they farm, 
• ~cr  pillage tEeir forests, and 
~ .... negative are any~ comments 
., considered aninsult. 
;Herby's apology, had. caused 
ing grass hockey and tennis. She where tennis had yet to arrive. 
was a B.C. tennis champion for As a 17-year-old teacher, she 
several years, and'lovingly~pol - •taught in a one-room school in . . . L 
Giscome, riding miles to and 
from school on a work horse, 
worry about the future of your 
lumber industry. As a forester in 
Sweden, I'm not bothered by 
that problem because there are 
rules to replace the forest." 
It was the beginning of a long 
and lasting friendship that event- 
ually led Squish to Sweden to 
see for himself. He had read 
plenty of material about the 
Swedish forest industry. But as 
his father always said, "'rh©re is 
no better knowledge than knowl- 
edge gained first hand." It was a 
bit o f  advice that got Herby 
Squish into trouble on a number 
of.occasions dudng his teenage 
years. But that's another story. 
despite the fact that Mary Was 
• never particularly fond of 
horses. 
She arrived in Terrace in 1935 
to  begin a long career of 
instilling her very particular 
educational standards into the 
pupils of Terrace. Stories of 
those standards provide enter- 
taiv~nent tO this dayl Her own 
handwork and knitting were of 
prize-winning quality, and were 
generously shared with others. 
During the flood of 1936, 
Mary was one era  group of 13 
voyageurs who braved the 
Skeena River in high flood to 
escape, via Prince Rupert, for 
spring break. Chadie Nelson and 
Was Liewellyn guided the out- 
board-assisted canoe successfully 
throughout the 12-hour ordeal. 
Mary recalled no particular 
problems, managing the trip 
weadng, a hip-to.ankle •plaster- 
of-Pads cast she sported at the 
time. 
In 1938, Mary and Dudley 
George Little were wed in 
Prince Rupert. They had two  
children, Lorne and Anne. Dur- 
ing their married years, both 
Mary and Dud were committed 
to community and provincial 
affairs. Mary was. a charter memorial service was offered for 
member of many local organi- her by Father AI Noonan on 
zations, including the Hospital January 14. She will be missed 
by her as Auxiliary, Kinettes, the picture children well as 
loan program, and the tennis grandchildren Cheryl and Mark 
club. She was an alderman for Anson. Mary Little wil lbe re- 
the city and a life member of the 
Terrace Regional Health Care 
Society board of trustees. 
Mary was cremated and a 
membered by many for her 
lifelong commitment to excel- 
lance, service, and enjoying the 
good things in life. 
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down the dairy aisle. Grocery 
store people are not stupid; 
While I admire her orgauiz- 
My mother-in-law opens the ational fOod.skills, this.is not 
fridge door and peers inside, something that comes BalUi'ally to 
?We've got to eat some of this 
before it gets old, " she says,: 
pulling, out platters and Tupper- 
ware bowls of food. Reaching. 1 
deeper into the fridge shelves, 
she's not talking to anyone in  
" particular. "Oh, we'd better eat 
• ~ ~lysuspiciously eyes 
the selection set on the table. It's 
sllghUy unappetizing to know that 
the purpose of your meal is:to rid 
the household of aging food- 
stocks. But they're hungry'and 
they eat, Everyone knows that 
any leftover leftovers will be 
dutifully recycled,=g~cing tomor- 
row's table as a Casserole. 
M0therLin-iaW is professionally 
efficient in grocery storage man- 
agement. She sees the refi'igerator 
as a sort of kitchen file cabinet. 
Myself, I tend to neglect he 
fridge,~ I ignore bits of lettuce and 
celeryshoved into the back, until 
they're on the edge of compost. I 
( -  
l ong  ago . rOn the Other hand, it 
seems like o~y yesterday that my 
children were babies and they're 
mid-range kids noW,sowhat do I 
, , , ~ : ~ ' ~ ~  - -  
know ab0ut ime anyway? I don't 
• . . • • • , 
• me,  however, Ido have! meted, think Worcestershire:sauce goes ' 
ibis g, tdl't about my ~dge neglect. ,bad, that m, you never see head- 
'Occasionally, I repent and makei lines reading"Entire Family 
Hospitalized By Old Worcester- 
shire Sauce". 
Realizing ~w quickly time 
slides by is:a d~presslng fine of 
thought, andl':de~de to take a 
break. The,~dge shelves look 
better now, and I begin to ques- 
lion just hog, mdchI really care.. 
about fridge.:consc, iomness. Life 
goes by so quickly :-" in 'the long" 
run, the fridge is a minor con- 
eern. I don't knowhow old the 
mustard Is, either. 
I wander over to the.sofa nd 
find an interesting magazine: to 
read. I check and see that it's 
outdated too. The tea is hot and 
comforting, and the sofa is well 
brokemin. I feel old and tired, 
and comider taking a nap• 
We'll probably order out 
tonight. 
-a Serious commitment torespon. 
sible fridge habits; clearing my.  
: conscience as I clean the fridge. 
The first step toward trne 
fridge,conscious~:is:~ taking 
of inventory. Shove all ithe new 
stuff to the back, pullthe old 
stuff to the front. This can 
involve shocking discoveries of a 
"science fair" ~calibre• For 
example, the slab of bologna 
'hidden that feil behind the pickles 
• long ggo, .if ignored, will inevi- 
tably resemble material used to 
make rawhide dog bones• 
A bit of Saran.Wrapped onion 
hides inthe corner of a:drawer. 
The ends are dark and squishy, 
and onion juiCe dribbles out. 
Everything else looks okay. I pull 
out the drawers, and ,underneath, 
I find enough miscellaneous 
crumbs to stuff three mushroom 
• forget about he spoonful of rice caps. Time to get out the disin- ' ~i~:~~~,~:~;::~!:~/~i::~ 
tucked away in a plastic bowl, feCtant. ~ " ~ i i  
until "fridge cleaning" day, when I work my way to the fridge 
it's become an .un~cegmzable doors, Here, my dedication 
lump. I'm a bad f.ridge m anag.er, wavers. The door holds many 
Not my mother-m-law. She ~s questionable items, such as ~ ~ ~  
ever-conscious i of proper gmeery" : Tab~ and Worcesters~re. 
rotation systems•, She, e.v~n "earr ie~uce• ~Wo~:estmhire~,sa~ iS-~,,, .......... 
tliisskil!wi.~ her in to•~ry  .n  ~ ever.claWed, the la~l:'do~:'"n't "~."  • 
stores like a Calculated pro:. change, it's never new and ~ ~  
fcssiOnal, always reaching back improved. Because of this, fridge- 
into:the shelves for the newest, - 
stock• She knows the secret creed 
of shelf-stockers:Thou shalt not 
p~ new food in from. I wonder if 
the grocery store people are onto 
her. I'm sure they somelimes put 
older goods in behind, chuckling 
to themselves as she cruises 
neglectful consurnem are often 
unable to determine the age of 
household Worcestershire sauce. 
A bottle from 1972 looks exactly 
like the one purchased last week. 
I can't rememb~:r exactly when 
I bought he Worcestershire 
sauce, but- I'm sure it wasn't that 
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The Kinsmen Mothers' March was •officially recognized by: 
the city of Terrace last week with the signing of a 
proclamation by mayor Jack Talstra. From Jan. 15-31, 
volunteer canvassers are soliciting funds for the Kinsmen 
Rehabilitation Foundation. Chairman of the March ROb 
Finlays0n and co-chairman Joe Barbosa witnessed the 
declaration and are organizing the March and other 
associated events. 
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Have you ever wondered how a 
mother cat manages to raise a 
brood of frisky kittens without 
going totally insane? Can you 
imagine being mercilessly assault- 
ed for hours on end by a pack of 
mischievous little furballs who 
view you as nothing more than a 
great big fluffy toy? i can. My 
sojourn into the world of surrogate 
motherhoixl with six orphaned kit- 
tens has enlightened me. 
This strange xperience has 
shakenl my self-confidence. Lately 
I've noticed isturbing behaviour 
patterns beginning to surface - -  I 
often find myself holding long, 
complicated conversations in 
"kittenese" that apparently makes .. 
perfect sense to these kittens. 
Sometimes I even make funny 
faces and weird gurgling sounds in 
the backof my throat. My family 
is convinced I'm suffering from a 
perverted form of cat madness. 
They insist I need therapy or a 
support group or something. 
This all began back in Decem- 
ber when we discovered a mother . 
cat with six newboms in our 
garage. We,weren't particularly 
impressed since our household is
already overflowing with felines. 
We were even less ti~led when 
she later abandoned them into our 
tender, loving care. . 
We took them in, still too 
yo~g to fendf6i' them~lv~, and. 
fed them with an eye dropper Until 
they Were old enough to be~ 
weaned. 
Convincing a tiny, belpl~s 
lump oft"ur that an eye dropper of 
Condensed milk is really its moth- 
ex iil disgdise.pmved tO be an 
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excrucia~g battle of wills. The 
kittens made it abundandy clear 
that they considered ultimate death 
to be a much more attractive 
option. We breathed asigh of 
• relief:when theyfinallygot the 
hang of it, but our relief was short 
lived. 
Not only do kittens pit up 
milk just liketheir human counter. 
parts, they also vomit and burp it 
up with equal ease• But they only . 
do this when they are in direct, 
contact with s0me part of your 
anatomy, particularly if you've 
just had a shower and changed 
into clean clothing. They also 
drool long su'ings of milky saliva 
all, Over you. And they are always 
hungry, no matter howmany times 
each day you feed them. We even- 
tually concluded that kittens are 
nothing more than bottomless 
stomachs with a bit of fur 
attached. 
At least one kitten at each feed. 
ing will knock himself silly by 
falling headfirst into the bowl of 
milk and upsetting it in your lap. 
we sd~t  that hey actually get 
some form of perverted pleasure 
out of doing this, 
All this can be a pretty disgust- 
ing thing to face, ~ ia l l y  first 
thing in the morning when you're 
still half asleep and feeling about 
as lively as a dead fish• 
"By the time they were finally 
weaned-- anerve-wr~king pro- 
cess which involved several near- 
drowning incidents -- they 
became xpert escape artists, 
breaking out of their box. I quick- 
ly learned to "shuffle" from room 
to room with six kittensclinging 
stubbornly to my slippers.I kept 
hoping one of the other cats would 
jump in and explain to these little 
furballs that I'm not really their. ,-: 
•motrter, but the mature cats all' 
stoutly refused to have any- 
thing tO do withthese mix'st-up 
juvenile delinquents. :'. 
We finally moved them down 
to the basement, but their sta~-": 
climbing technique is fast impr0w 
ing. Any day now I expect hem to  
come charging up into the kilchen. 
Our Old English Sheelxlog has ' ' 
developed a complex. She sleeps, 
in the basement a night, and the 
kittens have transferred pan of 
their affection to her. They love to 
climb up into her long hair and get 
free rides. I can tell from the 
slightly haunted look in Sam's 
eyes that she is becoming deeply 
disturbed." We may have to hire an 
animal psychialrist to straighten 
her out again• She and I can 
probably attend together on a 
family plan• 
So I have six adorable kittens, 
to give away: one grey, two black: 
twins, and three black triplets Wi~h 
white mittens. I'm sorry they're so 
mixed-up, but I'm sure it's just a 
phase of kittenhood that will even- 
tually work itself out. Those of 
you with neurotic dogs may want: 
to pass up this offer. If you are 
kind, patient and mrs willing to : 
overlook minor Character flaws in: 
your pet's psyche, check out this 
week's classified ad section... 
you'll find them there, staring out 
of the. page with all tlieir deceptive 
charm, along with information on 
how they can become pa~ of your 
household. . 
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:Ga:s ,,-war d :e c l:a ' d i n 'St ewa rt 
6 Tom "r, ooor, C r  " " " ' " i i i~ blizzard that piled 37 .inches oss,bordershopp ng worries merchants 
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.of,~iaow-on the grom!d on Dec. 20, ' ' ' ' " :" . " . ' " 
I~ I  didn't prevent he.gala open- fast track free ~/ade becausethe ceded to dragit away intact into tiona]s at 61 cents per litre, Hyder 
" -i~k'iOf Hyder, Alaska's first gas 
' .~ in  recentmemory. The new 
border here between Alaska and the deep weeds of Hyder's back- 
Canada is Wide open both direC- 
tions) s ince  the federal Tories 
closed out "Fort Stewart", the little 
water. Stewart's mayor of those 
years, Mr. Gary Hubbard, estimat- 
edthat i  would cost Canadian tax- 
out-post building where Canada's payers $100,000 at some later date 
Customs and Excise .p~ple held to  replace the older border posL 
sway. Not only did Fort Stewart. 
fall to Mulroney's budget axe in 
the mid-1980s, but it then •suffered 
the further ignominy of being sold 
to local Alaskan truc.ker Ron 
Thomas for $1.00, who then pro- 
- The He.rbar' -._... 
]ant i - -and  O~" i i0ns :by  Gtmter  Lenhardt  
fresh gin- :i~ii~ing'er (zlngiberofileirmle) in dried pieces. To sto~ _ 
. :.iii~:~e:of the first oriental spices "ge~ refrigerated, wrap the mot first 
td ,~ Europe from its native , : .  in a paper towel, then tightly wrap 
i~was  ginger. Even though it in plastic. It will stay fresh for 
• ~ Polo did notbring this: upto half a year. 
~:~ to Europe, he mentioned it i n  Hippocrates, the- 
h is i~f ings .  " • ~ ,.".- . fa ther  o f  mcd l¢ Ine  
: : ~'\~ ~ " ~ " ' " h : . Th~ fresh tang and the entry An ancient Greek named Hip- 
h~t  Of g~nget is the essence of ix)crates was the first herbalist to 
~vy eoriental dishes: As a l~r . -  establish a "healing profession". 
, ginger isused to prese~e He moved away from mysticism 
~ls ,  sweets, g ing~ and and religion. In contrastto f rmer 
cakes. It also has a tenderizing ancient herbalists, he believed in a 
• _~ect when used on meats, principle. The principle was.that -. ~g.~:'. . . . . . . . -  . 
::!i~-~!i~ lhick' tub~rom ~e(or  the ,'imlxmant thing is to done" . 
i.~)sbou]dbocarefuIlyi~m.!ed., harm.".' : . 
. i~  i~.silvm3r-brownskin, Grate: :. Manyofhis con tcm]x)rary .. :-~-~,..~-~ ,~,,: .... ~ , . .,.;~ 
• !•~/~~Xo0ts  Ve~y, . -~  scbo]ars:~pl~l his famous oath; 
' ~ ;~ years ago. histo~., tells us, and consequently deep humanitar- 
b ,m were using ginger 
• - :~ .cam¢ from theOrient to make. h 
Skat torpedoed that by entering 
Bunn's great success in his 
new endeavour can thus far be 
attributed to his btm..iness acumen. 
Prior to Hyder's Skat Gas, the 
prices down ~ the road (3.2 kin) in 
Stewart were fixed by the mul~na- 
the local market at. 49 cents per 
litre, Canadian dollars, not green- 
backs; and of course no value 
added nor other taxes apply in 
Alaska's easternmost bazaar. 
In a Dec. 20 interview ith this 
newspaper, Shell's Norlh Star Ser- 
vice owner-operator Bob Eckess 
of Stewart s~d his company was 
prepared to match any price drop 
the local Alaska gas sold for, and 
he felt:certain that S'tewart,s 
. " Chevron woidd be in the fight on 
the same terms. So far, through the 
third Week of Hyder Skat; both 
Stewart stations have'matched 
ian concerns devcloI~l among the finything on the Alaska pumps, 
Greek physiciansof that ime, 
about 400 BC. Thus, Hippocrates 
Was from then on the fatherOf 
medicine. 
Hippocrates believed that four 
elements - -  fire, water, earth.and 
air--  were repre~nted in the 
human body by yellow bile, 
phlegm, black bile and blood. He 
believed that sickness as the result 
if,the balance of the four became 
upseL Hest/ggested panley, 
thyme, fennel and celery to. 
increase the flow of urine and so 
ridthe body of 'harmful: sub-  
stances, 
- " ".~>,F' ' ~"  " "" "' "%"  " 
300 td~ healing plants, - 
good as their word, but of  course 
: theAlaskans Can drop the price 
another nickel or dime any time. 
they feel like tuming upthe heat. 
Anyone With a vehicle on either 
can be wanning and invigorating. 
It can be used to s(X)the hidiges- January 15 to 31 KINSMEN MOTHERS' MARCH: For 39 years the 
den and can relieve s~ach ~s.. : Kinsmen Mothers' MarCh has been making life mote independent for some 
This tea can-he ipa l le~:modon of the 365,000 people in B.C. who are living with a physical d~sability. 
Answer the call when a Kinsmen Mothers' March canvasser knocks on '  
sickness. According l ohe ib~ts ,  your door between January 15 and 3!. Help, the good work. continue with 
ginger is re, aliy a:~-md:¢fl'¢ctive your donation. . . . 
herb. For a warming a~l  invigorat- January 20 to 24 - -  Kermode's Alcohol and Drug program presents a 
powedul one-week workshop, "Family Healing', at theInn of the West in  
ink tea, 13001' o1~ ~ o~boi l ing .  Terrace. Special guest speakers from Edmonton are Rebecca Martell and 
Water over one ~ Of ginger : Edward J. Bellerose. Admission is FREE: Please Pr0-registerbY phone 
tOOL Sleep for five to 20 millulP~. Bonita Chapdelaine at 635-4906. " 
"~ i~ . J t  hoL It helps yo0~. fee l  Thursday, Jan: 29 .  There will be a general meeting of the Jackpine: 
: ~ and cahn. " " Flats CommunityAssociati0n at 8 p.m. at Gilles Gagnon's residence. All 
: ....... residents of the Jackpine Flats area are encouraged to attend. For,more 
• • • ~. -~ , C u . n a r y  u s e s  - . ' " - " . . . . .  information, call Ken or Made at 635-59!3 ~ 5:30 p.m. 
:::!!  ome- inta=- • • 
: :  ~ ~ ,  USed in Asia, lhe . Thursday, Jan, 23 - -  Due to the expansion Of the Skeins.Valley Car Club 
i a~Eun~,  but not too " membership, regular monthly meetings will be held at. thel Terrace Kin Hut 
mslxalia, Ginger • on the comer of North Sparks and Halitweli at 7:30p.m. For mope Informa-. 
tion, call Doug at 635-4809. 
side of the border is geuing ag(~l 
education i market capitalism. ~
Nevertheless, the Chevron- 
Shell multinationals who control 
these kinds 'of prices haven'.t yet 
gotten On top'.of this scene. Skat 
-gas jockey Nicole McAnh~"says 
they are also selling diesel at 
below what •it cost to get, it in, sug- 
gestinga 40,cent per litre give- 
away; "But, ~ McArthur added, 
"this is just to get some new cus- 
tomers interested;, implying the 
price would rise in the future. 
Next summer the Jocal border. 
line "Wars" will open a:newfiOnt,. 
as a couple of Stewart's meic, hants 
have purchased five Hyder:10ts 
with theintent of erecting Hyde r's 
first mall-type shopping centre, 
supplied by Cos l;co of Seattle,, The 
competition; of ~arse, ~sa couple 
of Hyder's homi~grown sto.res 
that've been under-cuttingStewart 
prices for years. Ali's fair in love, 
war and free trade. - 
Wolves rattle Wrange!lites 
The nights are getting noisy in 
Wrangell, Alaska, and i t 's '  not 
from partying residents. 
The Wrangell Sentinel reported 
Jan. 2 that wolves have been 
report, one 13-year esideni was 
cited as saying he'd never:seen 
as many of the animals as close 
to town as they are this winter. 
spotted in local yards there and An Alaska fish and game 
their howling is keeping people qfficer : expressed fears that 
awake at  night and giving many ..lteople might - pose • more of':a 
. . . .  . - .,~ . . . .  . :~ . .  , : : , . . , ,~ .~. , ,~ , ,~,  . . -~ ' : . .  . - . . . . .  ..x~.. 
0£ them ithe J~tem. AJthough a~, threat, to the wolves tha~. the. 
wolf count wasn't part of-the wolves do to the people. 
. . . . .  Spm=h.u   • • - .  . 
/ ~  m eaxly aslhe 16th C.¢nlzP .- " ~ 7 " ~ ~ a  T ~  
• ~e is tadores  Ixought .l~s~spice " " " ~ _ _ _ A ~ ~ ~ J ~ L ~  ' , ~ ' " ~ , ~ - - J ~ N / ~ "  
" .~ ; .L ; .  . .  . • ~ - mmmmmmm~ I, i 
t//,jhe Americas via Jammca. 
-: i:/ii~Because of its populmi'ty 
. Europeans, n r iesh  
~poned over five million pounds . . . . . . . . . . .  
spice.in 1884.1 sho01d l ike our comFng Events column Is a public service offered by the Terrace 
~':a~. that gmger was know.by~::~ Review. Deadline Is Friday at 5 p.m. Coming Events must be mailed In 
• . or dropped off at our office, 4535 Grelg Avenue, typed or In legible 
~:Sanddt  name, s/dngara. The writing. 
. :~  Of~eFirst C.entm'y named i ~ zhtg/b/r/s and la te¢  on  . Information concemlng the Twin River Estates project is available from 
the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing Society offics,:comer.of Apsley Street 
- ~ ~  this spi¢~ by Irading with and Lakelse Avenue, on the lastThursday of each nionth from 2 to 4 p.m., 
.... '~ "~" • or phone 638-1518 for a taped message or further information. 
" " . . . .  The Terrace Public Art Gallery will be offedng child and youth art lessons 
• IVledicinal tll~l~ll in January.For more information, please contact Joanne at 638-0605. 
Ginger, as a mild semulant. .... 
• ~mol~ c~,lado.,:A~pof The Terra.  Little Theatre would liR0 topresent an evening of short plays• 
in May. If anyone is interested in directing, acting or other areas, please 
ginger tea, !~rewed m hotwater, t contact Alan Weston at 635-2942. 
• . Monday, Jan. 27-.-, The Lakelse Community Association will hold its gen- 
eral meeting at the Mou~ Layton Hot SWings at 8 p£m.Topica: o!ec.go..n of 
directors land update, suggestions for fund ralsnlg. Por mrmer inrcrmauon, 
phone 798-2449. 
- : ~ ~  ~ges ,  fruits, meats, 
:~ ~ i ~ ~ :~~bined  with onions and 
: i . • • : i~iiii~Bifi~r ,s available commer::.: .. 
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Monday, Jan. 27 - -  Would you like to get involved in your community? :.
Come loin the Ladies of Royal Purple on Membership Night at 8 p.m. at the 
"Elks Hall on Tetrauit Street. Lunch will be served. 
Jan. 26, Feb. 4,18, March 3 and 10 --- Diabetic Clinics will be held. Two- 
day clinic for Type I and II diabetics Jan. 28, Feb: 4, Mamh 3 and 10; one- 
day refresher on Feb; 18. A doctor's referral is required for the clinics. 
Contact Mills Memorial Hospital dietitian Joan Marr at 638-4050 for further 
"Information. 
Wednesday, Jan. 29 - -  Homebased business meeting 'at 7 p.m., r4;~09 
Park Ave. to discuss town by-laws. Phone 635-9415 for further information. 
Wednesday, Jan. 29 - -  Beginning today, "Tales For Twos" will be held at 
theTerraCe Public Library at 10:30 a.m. Stories, fingerplays, puppets and 
lots of funl Children must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. Please 
register In advance. ,There is no charge. Call the library at 638-8177. 
January 30 and 31 - -  Beginning this Week, preschool story time at the 
Terrace Public • Library will be held Thursdays at 1:30 p.m. and Fridays at 
10:30 a.m. Sessions last about 45 minutes and include picture books, fin- 
gerplay s and puppets. There is no charge, but.please registerin advance. 
Call the library at 638-8177. 
Saturday, Feb. I n Kitimat open cross country ski race. Open to all ages 
and abilities. Registration can be done eady by calling 632-7632. Late reg- 
Istration can be done at 9 a.m. on day of race. Race starts at 10 a.m. at the 
Onion Lake ski trails. 
Monday, Feb. 10 n The.Terrace Little Theatre will hold a general meeting 
at 7:30 p.m. at the McColl PlayhouSe, 3625 Kaium Street. New to the .atre? 
Join usl Call Alan at 638-1215 or 635-2942 for information. 
• Feb. 14 to March 6 --The Terrace Art Gallery features Odean Hermann in 
a one-woman show of oil paintings and limited edition pdnts. Gallery hours 
are Tuesday to Saturday, 12 noon to 3 p.m.; Tuesday to Thursday, 7 to 9 
p,m.; and Sunday, 2 to 3 p.m. Upcoming shows: March, B.C. children's art; 
April, Joanne Thomson and Vicki MacKay; May, Iocai'quilters; July, Dawn 
Gelxnyn, Marjode Splsak and Carolyn Hayduk; August, annual members' 
show. 
saturday, Feb. 15 --  11th annual Alcan Family Cross Country Ski 
Marathon attha Onion Lake ski trails. Register at 9 a.m., start time is 10 
a.m. 
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Skeone Grade 8 junior girls' basketball team played in Prince Rupert last weekend, with 
one win and two losses. 
Skeena Grade 8 boys basketball team made it to the .finals in a Prince Rupert weekend 
tournament but lost out to the Booth Ravens 47-39. 
I T " "  
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tournament fin Hazelton last weekend 
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REALTY WORLD Suppor ters  o 
' Wl IES lgrS I~OPIL"  ShamesMountam 
The Thomhill Wolverines junior boys' basketball team came out on top of a four-team 
ton and emerged as champions~;~in 
action they knocked off Smitbers 
• 62-5i and whipped Hazelton 51- 
• 47. 
Brett Kluss was picked as m0st 
valuable player, while Mike 
McAllister won a spot on the all- 
star team. • : /  
Skeena's junior boys made it:io 
the final of a tourney at-PrinCe 
Rupert, but lost out 47-39-to ~e 
;.5. 
host Booth Ravens. ~ :~, 
Skeena had scored earlier 80- 
71 and 52-20 wins over Kitlmda 
Thornhill's Wolverine boys and Port Simpson. ::,:,. 
Biggest oldster tourney 
Whatever happened to the Ter- 
race Timbermen Oldfimers hockey 
team7 
Well, after a quiet January, 
they're gearing up for the largest 
home tournament they ever held. 
This annual event runs five days 
(Feb, 12 - 16) and will feature:a 
dozen teams. Details are now 
being completed. 
Their big effort Of the season 
comes March 8 to 14 When they 
hit the road to Las Vegas forLa 
huge hockey tournament. .... 
SltllE; • eli SklmgAt<Rs 
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Ski Tips 
 ravity 
Ihe,.force that always-wins! . . . .  . 
TO be  ab le  to  improve  your  ~ sk i ing  on  a l l  types!  i l l  
i f  terrain, it's important to let go of all that 
II io!ds you b.acki 
To attain this feeling, stand tall and let yourself 
low down the mountain. At first, it will give 
you the feeling of speed. To combat the fear that 
)ften accompanies peed, be aggressive and 
:omplete all of your turns, as you maintain that 
flOW'. 
Another way to add to this adventure is to use 
iills and gullies to your benefit; Speed down the 
Iill and skate up the other side. Add to your 
kiing experience and go with the flow! 
SNOWPHONE - -  for up-to-the-re!nuts snow 
tnd weather conditions at Shames, out-of, town, 
:all toll-free 1-800-663,8300, Terrace skiers, 
'.all 638.8SKI (638-8754).For registration in the 
;kier Development programs; •call 635.3773. 
lemember: National Ski Week activities on at Shames until 
an. 26. See the special supplement to the Terrace Review 
nd Prince Rupert THIS WEEK in your mailbox this week. 
REALTY WORLD 
Lakelse Realty 
Skeena Mall 
phone 638-0268 
::i!i~ 
ball teams had successful week- 
ends out of town on January 15th. 
In a six-team series up the line, 
tlie Thornhfll Wolverine girls won 
their tournament With three 
straight wins. They opened witha 
43-28 win over Hazelton, then 
downed Smithers 39-26. 
In the final against Aiyansh, 
they sneaked in with a two-point 
win - -  26-24. Three Tliornhill 
girls --" Autumn Richard, Tami 
Trottier and Erron Peacock - -  
picked up all-star honours. 
Good road :trips for 
i :+~,~, / . .  
':~i}i 
m 
u n i o r b as k et ball J 
Our junior high school basket- took in a fotir-team event at ~i '  
i 
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IE" (DAY IS - : . . .  ~ .: _ '*.:- .;: ~: 
'::1 SHIRT.LAUNDRY DAY 
i..~:, .Men's or Ladies' cotton or poly b/end shirt 
" "Rich 
on Emerson  
THE DRYCLEANER & SHIRT  LAUNDRY 
_..': 
. ,  .b 
Swing in to our DRIVE THRU 
Richards Cleaners 
3223 Emerson St. 
Terrace 
8:00 a.rn. to 6:00 p.m, ~ Monday to Friday 
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. - -  Saturday 
Phone: 635-5119 
:~:i:'l'errace, Men's  Recreational Hockey League. -. 
i i!:Dighton Haynes  - 635-2925 
!:I::GAME SCORES ""... 
,,, Jan. 11 Northem Motor lnn Okies ,:.i..; 5 '~•~~,*'i 
:; Jan. 11 Precision Builders 
ii. Jan. 12. All Seasons - • ' - ,  
:., Jan. 12  . Terrace Timberman -- 
-. Jan. 14 Skeena Hotel 
i,; Jan. 14 Norm's Auto Refinishing 
~:Jan. 15 Terrace Timberman : :' ..' 
!:Jan. 15 Riverside Auto Wranglers . 
- :STANDINGS 
~!Recreational Division 
~Precisien Builders 
All Seasons 
:. Norm's AutoRefinishing ..... 
":'r Inn of theWest  
Skeena Hotel 
Back Eddy Pub 
O ldt imem Division . . ,  • ' 
! ,.,, Riverside Auto Wranglers 
I: 
!: Terrace Timberrnan :,, ~,,., 
: Northern Motor Inn,Okies-. ,  , i  ~ 
Convoy Supply " " " 
. . .  
5 
4,  
:8  
. . . •  
' 3  " : 
GP W L 
25 17 6 
24 16 8 
24 11 10 
25 12 12 
24 11 11 
24 7 15 
OP W L 
24..- 11 9 
20 ',, "'1.1 " 6 
25 '~ ~' "10 12 
25 2 19 
""' 
~:!!iiil! 
ode bo ed ed out  , :: 
>in last round at Langley 
The girlshad two losses •and a 
win• They dropped 33,13 and 27-, 
18 decisions, to Booth and 
Nisga'a, then they beat Rupert 
Senior Secondary 30-20 for fifth 
Cilan c a:n smell 
place in the.six-team~ series. ~ :" 
•. : . , ,  ? '  
, .  { .. . . .  
The boys played twogames, 
losing 37-25 to Kitimat and down- 
ingBooth 38-34 .  " 
. .  , o .  
:: The Caledonia.Kermode s nior 
high school boys' basketball team 
finished runnerup at the annual 
Langley Mountain eight-team 
invitational tournament on the 
weekend. 
~: Kermodes tarted With an 83: 
70  win over Stafford as Jeff 
McKay poured in 30 points• 
" Shawn Stanvic ,dded a dozen, ionship 
whi le  Km't Mu] ]er  ch ipped in  i t h 1 0 i  . . . . .  1 . ' ". 11 champ 
Game two: was a three:point • ..~ ' . . . . . . .  
-,,',Cwm for K6rm6*des'-- 6i-58 ' f~  :::i:, '-: ,W'~.t' .~.:-- . ....:. . . 
against Seaquam. Mike Newhouse 
was high gunner with 20 points• 
Stanvic added'13 while the 
younger McKay (Fraser)counted 
10. 
Despite 29 points from Jeff 
McKay,  Kermodes lost out 88-74: 
to Moudtain in:the finaLMcKay 
woundup with,an all-star berth,,, ,  
Stan~c~got a Second team nod,  
whiieFernando Milhomens won 
"the three.poi'nt shooting contest 
. 1 " ' Kermodes Were also named the 
most sportsmanlike.team~. 
This weekend they play in • 
prince 
Skeena school's Grade 8 bas- 
ketball teams played all their 
games at Prince Rupert his t)ast 
weekend. - 
, ' : " . , . 
( _ : . .7  4"  ' . . ,  • ° 
• •-~ - "2  
o~s ,m,  c ;uu  7 ruu  " :.•.'. #~" : 2 
Riverside AutoWran lers :., .2 
PreCision Builders " - , .  7 
- Inn of the West • 3 
,Convoy Supply • - 1". 
Northern Motor Inn Okies.  0 
I I I I I I  
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T 'GF  GA P'rs 
2 135 97 36 
0 123 .  !01 32 
3 121 103 25 
1 110 126 1 25 
2 127 119 24 
2 104  107 16 
T GF 
4 76 
3", -93 ~ 
3 76 
4 71 
The Simon Fraser University 
Clan ladies' basketball team, fea- 
turing Terrace's Michelle Hendry, 
has continued their hot string of 
victorieS, of late, including Christ- 
mas ~;eek:vict0ries back east 
against McMaster and Toronto. ', 
'" " I  Can't  recall !the scores, 
(Hendry included), i TM ~ - - '  1" 
Since returning home they've 
continued winning an d arelboking 
forward to playoffs and the NAIA 
national tom'nament comingup in 
e~rly March, . . . .  
With only one loss so f~:th!~ 
season against a major College 
although I remember beating, squad, plus about half o f  their 
McMaster.by about 40 points," remaininggam~ athome, McNeil 
coach Allison McNeil told us. 
For the first week of the new 
year, the team continued on to 
N~sau, Bahamas, for the Goom- 
bay Shoot-Out tourney which they 
Won in three straight games, pro- 
ducing some all-star honours 
hopes th is  could be the season f~ 
a championship. 
As for Hendry; she's closing in 
on a 3,~0-point career mark as 
she continues to averagebetter 
than 20 points a game. 
Hendry up for award 
Terrace,s Michelle 1-1endry is
one of three finalists named in the 
Voting for college,university ath- 
lete of the year in British 
ColumbiaJSp0rt~'B;C:'~ill ~t~ 
the winner at the annual award 
banquet on MarchT. 
Hendry, the S.F.U. basketball 
star, is a previous winner of this 
honour. She'll be in Competition 
against UBC swimmer Kevin 
Draxinger and UBC runner Lori 
Dudowardin her category. 
Terrace,to mark 
Minor Hockey Week 
. . - , . 
with home games 
GA PTS 
87 26 
58,., 25 ,  , ~ " . : ,  
91 "23 / . i 
147 8; 
A complete personalized Agency 4648 Lakelse Ave.. Terrace 
: HOME- -  L IFE--  FIRE 
BOAT--  BUSINESS 
. t ¸" 
Terrace Minor Hockey cele- 
brates Minor Hockey Week this- 
weekend witii a series of games at 
home. 
The Midgets are hosting 
Smithers for two;matches - - one 
Friday night 'and' one Saturday 
afternoon. 
"=-:~,Tbe Peewees w i l l  ta lc .on  Ter- 
race Ladies on Saturday, and the 
Bantams. go against he Timber- 
men Oldtimers on Sunday. 
This past weekend the Peewees 
split a pair of games with Kitimat. 
Terrace won the lopeJler 7-6. Kill- 
mat came back to down Terrace 
10-4 in the wrapup. 
• On Jan. 11 weekend, Terrace 
Midgets went :to a tournament a
Houston, where they split four 
games. Terrace lost its fLrst game 
7-3 toSmithers, then whipped 
Prince George 18-1. The Midget~ 
pulled off their second win by 
beating Houston 5-4. Ou~:final 
contest was an 8-7 loss to Bums 
Lake. , 
Fitzpatr!ck back 1~ "'" 
in the big leagueS 
Kitimat's Mark Fitzpatrick is 
back in the big league, apparently 
fully recovered from the strange 
disorder that sidelined him from 
most of last season. 
And he made his second start 
with New York Islanders a win- 
Detroit Red Wings 6-2. 
Earlier this month, the 
Islanders ran into netminder injury 
problems, so they brought Mark 
back up, He had recently been 
joined by Terrace's Jeff Sharples, 
who signed a 10-game try-out 
ttttMtnI~IDtlI~I~. U}*I t~eltl i thai r~U~*~hl~rT~ ~lltl|l'""''"'"'~m''''''.p!""'''""'''.'~''''''t 
• . The : r i s ingc .os t  of:i:.: 
repa i r ing  .lye h iCle.Sll is, 
d ri~i ng.:"in S u ra.nce. :: ~. 
, : L : : cos ts  u~'.I:; / % 
).For!e kannpl"d.i" ,{h.e " :.:. 
' '  4:" 'r'~ ' l is t '  p r; ce:fo:~ -::a.:.:i:!/:::::. 
. ) i 9 90;C h:elv ~bi~e ti-:,"."i,:. 
ca  pric e ~);nd shi'el d:;.: 
:W as ,$2 22:i-71 ~il-= n":. :: i 
: rose:•iO)$4:t"7:.58: :: " 
ICBC c la im ' 
• paymentg  for  the f t  
o! veh ic les ' lumped 
from $26 mi l l ion . in  . 
1990 : tO$38 mi l l i on  i 
. in 199t :Up46°o .  
L I f ; t | f f !  
. , , . , .  
- . . . • . . , . , 
- .  • . .  
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op . . . .  ' "L ..... so  I ....... Nommabons  fo r  • ,en,  ecla : mes  :awa 
The Northern B.C. Winter::. Noithern BiC.:winter GameS,. (632,5872), or mailed.to Eleanor 
Games Society is looking for a Specialconsideration:~ill Ms0~ Kendell, secretary, at 53 Smith 
candidate f r.the1992 KenDavies shown tothose wh0~ye:succeed ~- Street, Kifimat, B.C. VSC 2R4. . , .  
Memorial Aw~d..Seiection for ed in spite of adversfiyor ahandi-. ,; The *aw~d',i~inamed after Ken 
. . . . . .  cap.:: . "  i '  ~" : ' " ,  " ' " -  ' " 
staging a similar network for the 
young athletes of. British 
Columbia. Ken drew, together a
gr6~up,of men and women who 
the award  Wig take place the after. 
noon of Saturday~ .Feb.*8, with its 
presentation that evening if the 
recipient is in attendance at ~the 
Fort Nelson Games• 
The award is presented to an 
athlete; coach or. organizer who 
exemplifies the spirit of  the 
Games. In order for an athleteto 
Nominatorsshould pro~de .an 
outline of the reasons why .they 
believe their candidate isa Worthy 
one. Resumes can be given to Ter- 
race area regional director. Flip 
:Cervo ~635-7445), Carin Rosner 
Davies; a teacher in Fort St. John, shared a similar ideai~ and as a 
who was $.e.originatoL and driv--, result he f'~rst Games were staged 
ingforce behind the NorthernB.C. inFort SL.John in 1975 and again 
Winter Games. Following:the 
exclusion of northern B,C. com- 
munities from the Polar Games in 
1973, Ken developed the ideaof 
receive the hward,,the-highest 
qua!ities Of :commitment, sports- 
manship, skill and dedic~ti0n to 
their sport ~mu~t be displayed, 
Coaches must display the highest 
quality of coaching skills.and ed, 
ication, to the sport. OrganiZers: 
must show outstanding .work and 
dedicafionto the Games. Recipi, 
ents will also• be. judged by the 
amount of. time they've dedicated 
to the upcoming Games or'to past 
Free Throw 
champs 
emerge 
Four boys and four girls from 
Terrace will golto the Knights. of 
Columbus district basketball free 
throw championships next month 
after winning the local competi- 
tion last weekend;:. . 
They  are Jeremy Bennett, 
Kathlee'n ~ G0ok,. Joshua .Straw, 
Krisfl Panchuk, Travis Lamming~ 
JulieKirkwood, Kyle ,King and 
Terry Kenmuir. The competition 
was open to all kids intho"area 
10:14 years old and was divided 
into one-year age categories for 
boys and girls. Each contestant 
was given . 15 free ~ throw 
at tempts .  , , i : • 
Father AnUroW Allison o f  
0.M.I. Coun¢i1:5149 spOnsored 
the, event. The'Knights o f  
Collmlbus is an international 
fraternal organization that last 
year donated 36.5 million hours 
of volunteer work apd $94 
mflhon in donations world wide. 
• at 
1"a, i~sl fmws ILulud in ~ W,dd 
S INCE 1930 • " 
It's time to call your 
Welcome •Wagon hostess. 
KAREN: 638-0707 
Assistants: 
Eleta Moye, Gillian Wilde 
& Natalie Wiens 
Ken died of cancer in 1'983., 
• The first award presented in 
1990. went ,to Kitimat's. Mount 
Elizal~th Secondary-School girls' 
.basketball ~.oach Bob In#in. 1991 
saw the-award going tea husband 
• in:1976. It wasalso Ken's idea :and wife team, Terryand Cheryl 
that the Games be routed from Brown, builders and organizers 
.community to community and cross-country skiers, als0 
throughout the north, from Kitimat. 
CHAHGE$ TO AUTOPLAN 1992 
PREMIUMS 
[ lm pays more? We: all do. 
Eo eca . num er and cost of : 
c =ms m 1992 do not look good 
and rehabilitation for accident 
~c~ms The cost of pro~d~g 
the basic coverage has in- 
creased year after year. In-. :' 
creases in the basic premium 
reflect his continued-'--~se. - 
-veh ide  with Autophn basic 
coverage will also h~e UMP 
q. , ,4~%,q . ,131b  I b~ lXq~O,  , • . • , . . . . ~ . . .  
• , Broken ~ • limos and buse~ . . . . . . , .  ~.~. 
Checkwith your: ~ :: ,va'nd:.al 
Autoplan agent ~ .." i frOm("v 
for details:about .: ::.. :/::., 
' ' : re'cord: 
~n. w indsh ie lds /  
'ndal ism, t II'e[t ; , i : i  
: f r 0m::iv ei~ i cl e:s,::a: {, •:, 
../re'cord/ridmb-fi,;Of :.: ! 
: 'c laim:~" ~ !:th 6;se ~::and: .~ 
:.dil idO n:'t r.ib:ute a*.:to .' :": 
. .  :r isir~g Au'[Cpia~•.:! )../. 
, :  ! ~) : cos : t  S: ':.),. :.,!:  
More. 
Short Term . 
Opao  
To help motor- 
ists deal with the. 
unfortunate, but ::. i ::.!: ~ ! 
necessary, in- :.: 
crease in the cost of vehicle 
4 per cent o 3 per cent of 
the annual premium• 
F.quipment 
Also,to.keep up 
with ~e in- 
creased ~sts oi 
ment, ICBC has/ 
increased the 
value of auto. 
matic overage 
for such equip- 
ment as of 
January& 
1992. If you have Collision 
• The premiums ICBC re- . 
: ceives each year must cover 
the cost of claims and 19 per 
cent more premmm income. 
will be required in 1992 to 
ensure that funds ar~ there 
when they're needed. 
If your premium increase 
is more than the average, 
it is because of the various 
~rs  which affect insur- 
ance rathe., the value, age 
and use of your yehicle, . .. 
~whereyou.liye;~,what,cov,~ , 
: erase you choose and .' , 
where you are on tbe " . 
Claim-Rated Scale. 
I~ Comprehensive 
insurance, ICBC 
is giving motor- 
ists the option 
ofb.u~., their. 
vehicle licence 
and insuranCe i 
for as little as : 
.3. months at a 
• time asof • 
January 9, 1992. 
Until now, only ,. 
6 month to 
12 month " 
0ptions have 
been available. 
The surcharge 
and Comprehensive cov- .  
erage you are auto mati .cain... 
covered (with no do!far limit) 
for equiPment supplied by 
or available from the vehicle 
manufacturer. For non- 
manufacktrer eqmpment 
which is permanently 
attached to your velfide, 
coverage limits have been 
• increased from $500 to " 
81000 for sound and com-  
munication equipment and 
from $I000 to ~5000 for 
other equipment Check 
with your Autoplan agent or 
1~ Why? . 
Each year, ICBC examines 
coverages, territories and 
veldcle use to determine 
which have increased or de: 
creased in relative .claims_' • ' 
cost .  In addition to mcreases 
in the total number and cos( 
. .o f~ there have been. 
' stsrtling increases in the- 
* . .k ind  of.claims WhiCh .occur 
when you're not even m 
your vehicle, claims paid by  
Comprehensive coverage. 
These indicate that a signifi- 
, cantincrease is needed in. 
Comprehensive premiums. 
We are allpaying 
forshoc~. :• " 
increases in wmd- 
• shield claims, 
vandalism, theR 
:* 'df and theft .from: 
: vehicles which 
have pushed the 
costs of Compre- 
hensiveCoverage 
to record highs. 
,comprehen~ve 
coverage pre- 
• mlums are .  , . 
adjusted to reflect 
for shorter tmns still applies 
but has been reduced from 
look in your. 1992 Auto#an 
Motorist I~t for details• 
W H. A T,, E L S E ? 
claims experience, vehicle 
value, use. and territory. 
These.sl .mrp..increases have 
led ICBC to mcrease pre: 
miums for Comprehensive ' 
coverage, significantly, 
.pro. vin.ce-wide. While ICBC " ' ' ,  
m involvedin many pro- .ff a~ t~~, .~q~v.etwn.~v l~J . f~  
" ' -  s to address these . . . . .  z . . . . .  .,-,--, --.,- . . . . . .  - - ' - - - -  - - ,  5 " tmu • ' . . 
 -d d,  eh cle , . ICBC has crated two new 
owners need to be aware Of vehicle use cate on'e& 
the risks to their vehicle- ' " 
even when they're not behind 
the wheel • * . . . . .  ~ Basic Coverage . 
The ~par t  of .your basic 
Autoplan inslwance i.s coy- 
• erage to protect you if claims 
are hro .ught.agmst you by 
others (liability coverage) and 
No-Fault Accident benefits. 
These premiUms help pay 
for medical care, legal costs 
A third of allvehicle models 
have had their ate group " 
reducedto reflect decreased 
value., Collision & Compre- 
hensnte premituns may be 
modified as a result.. 
GOOD N E,W 8?  
es. Undm'nsured Mot  
Protection (UMP) has been 
added to basicAutoplan coverage. 
sufficient insurance to pay a. 
claim Or c]alms.lastyear; 
In addition to p ly .  Use, 
to and from work, bu .siness 
use and others, there m now 
a category for those who drive- 
to, or from work or. school a 
distance l ss than 15 km,. 
and One for those who drive 
to or from work or school. 
with public !ranspo .rtation 
used for part of the journey 
(for e~unple, '~ark and fide"). 
Starting January 9, if your 
vehicle is rated for to and 
from work use, you may be 
eligible for one of these new 
rate classes and your 
premium increase ma~ be 
modified as a result of re- 
ra~ag. Be sure your vehicle 
is rated co~.  
l~ .Dn~ Point ' 
Premiums Up 
ThO  ob  akU e 
more. Driver po in t__s  
are charged tothose with tire 
or more points on their 
driving record. Pointsare "'~ 
acamlulated for violating 
traffic regulations Or for 
certain Criminal Code con- 
victions. Driver point p~ 
miums have been increased 
effedive january 9, 1992. 
No~" ~ camps  to Autoplan are effe~'ve Jauary  9 ,1992 
r C .:IC 
As part of your Coverage, 
UMP provides automatic ' ~ 
protection up toa maximum 
82 million for each insured 
pe.~ninjured or killed by a 
motorist who doesn't carry- 
90 per cent of eligible BC 
motorists purchased UMP 
as an optional Coverage. As 
of.January 9,1992 every 
!~.m, ' .u ,  m t m ! ! f ! t~, f i _m!~!! ! :Om~, .  
.% 
; !  
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Jane's Pet Gallery 
C ~  authorized d0aler I ,= ~== Dog and Cat Grooming .,= 
PRO-TECH ~ I l l  ~ FREE PICKUP ANDDELIVERY~r~ 
ELECTRONIC  ~ l l~  Pet POrtra~tsl I~ 
ENGINEERING ~ B ~ ~  Original Pastel Portrmts ~ 
ResldentialLCommer©la, a'n;:'nS'duO"s°t'rlaU~ "mmO'uml[sLt°', B ~'DO~S,  CatS ,  Horses and W,ldtife ~I~ 
: Electronic Equipment ' 635-6552 
635-51 34 4519 Lakelse, Terrace JANE TURNER 638-8018 RON 
Muffler Centre 
NATIONALLY 6UARANTEED 
"If you're satisfied, tell others 
• . .  f f  not . . ,  tell us . "  
4918 Grain Ave. 
Terrace. B.C. VaG 1N4 
• Phone 638-1991 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentw • RenovatiOns 
"'NO Jobtoo  Small" 
• . Seniors R'aies 
3514 King Ave. 
Terrace, B.C; 
V8G 4Z3 
MalCbimSimons 
~-:  :~: Ph.635-7724 
West  CoaSt  
Landscap ing  
DESIGN.. INSTALLATION " 
GREENING TOURS LTD. 
CUSTOMIZED TOWN AND COUNTRY SCENIC TOUR~ 
2090 Churchill Drive, R.R. #4 
Terrace British Columbia 
Canada V8G 4V2 
, Beverley Greening, Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
F~lx (604) 638-8991 
"YO U R ~ AUTH O RIZE D 
LENNOX DEALER" 
Heat ing & 
Air Condit ioning 
I . ,  
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwaeh , 
Open 8 :30-  10"30 da i ly  
2701S. Kalum 635-6180 
~. . .~-~. ,  . . . . . . .  . - - -~.. ,  . ~ . . - : -~  . . . , . _  . :  
MERC CRUISERS ~ MARINER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
HOMELIGHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 ~ 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS . . "L" 
MAINTENANCE- Jan Blake • Noah west Consolidated S.,.DAr*A C.,. SAWS 
COMMERCIAL ~ RESIDENTIAL ~- DLNo.75S) & POWER PRODUCTS . . . .  
. . . . .  . ,  " . . . . .  635-2572 Siuppy Ltd. 
• ;v,"~* LAWN REJUVENATIONs ~' 392_3,S~O~. .~., ';~':;" *~:~ ..... : " " . . . . . . . . . .  14w4° ~re lg  ,,we.i" Terrace 
" " "  IRRIGATIoNPRUNING • SPRINGsYsTEMsCLEAN UP . . . . . .  : -7 - - .  EC: ~'   1635-2 085:239 1 i th  Ave . ;  Terrace 635-715  _ _ 
" ~ d  SKEENA BELTING & 
Servicb for " RUBBER SERVICES 
" Motorcycles • Ch l lnuwe - Inflatable Boat Repairs 
• L ~  - - SnowmoMlel • Madno supplies Durable --. High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
• , , .  SALES LTD. 
SKIDO0 ,~ I  Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
] ,  
T. 
4711-A Keith Ave. UI~ 
AutO Glass Specialists " -  
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638-1166 
635-3929 
4630 KEITH AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
FAX: 635..3081 
t/a/'rwavca CO OSEMANS PIANOS 
IMPORTS - SALES 
PIANO TUNING, 
REGULATION & REBUILDING 
We specialize.in conveyor belt' 
installations, .splicing, and .repairs 
vulcanizing an~pulley lagging 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE ~I~18-06~ 
& (~rematmrk~m ~tiL 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VaG lX7 
Phone (604) 635-2444 
Jeanette Schulmeister 
James B. Westerman 
DOuR MacFadand 
Serving Northwestern B.C. 
Jack Beck Sales Representative 
Tel (604) 635-7840 
Fax (604) 635-7269 
.... Residence (604)635-2608 
Terrace Review 
4535 Grelo Avenue 
Jos~ Coosemans SALON ~ BS i l l~  2~'race o . . .a . . . .  Terrace, Bdtlsh C01umbla 
4703 Straume Ave. • P=rrn, we .pqa~ ,n • vao~ "" ' "~ ' "  VBG 1M7 • c~o,, - - tn~,h=,  • aank,,m 
Terrace. B.C, . cm.~ c,~ , Pmeum ' 
• New Look Co~|u l tMIoml  • Waxln0 ' PUBUSHE0 eY CLOSE UP 
CANADA V8G 2C4 • Bad, & Up-de, • "="= SUMS. SE~C[S LT0. ^CCURACY 
635-5727 or 63.¢.4S5S 0eJECTmTY 
(604)  635#275 , le46 Lakolee Ave., Temlce ,  B.C. . ilfrEenrry 
~ '  - ---~, Northwest C D v "  Jo{s Photo Graphics • "" " _am_an " 
Weddings John Radars Custom Framing 
Portraits (~ Mat Cutting 
Famdy Sittings ,..~... Posters 
5 Minute Passposts Limited Editions 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
638 0241 4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. Bus. 635-5288 
" (24 Hrs.) Terrace, B.C. V8G I P9- Res, 635-5544 
, , , , r ,~  r .  
• , ' L  " " ; 
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I ew pediatrician 
settles in at Mills 
Fro m :Syr ia  to  tlh e N oft h west 
by Ted Strachan. 
, "Ha's" very special." 
This comment was made. by a 
Mills Memorial Hospital nurse 
during an intervieW With Mills 
Mem0Hai pediatrician Dr. 
Mohammed Howidi. Although 
he;s only been' in Terrace a few 
montl~,;lfl.y0u have met him, 
y0u might agree. 
At 33, Howidi might be con- 
sidered young for his profession, 
but after talking to him for only 
a short ime ISl becomes apparent 
that he Is dedicated, caring, 
1990, and then -moved: west to 
Vancouver Children's Hospital 
to~ further specialize as a 
ne0natologist. A neonatologist 
deals with premature babies and 
infants up to 28 days after their 
due date .  
Although Howidi still ;has a 
years research to complete 
before he becomes~a member of 
the :neonatal• /fellowshlp, the 
training he has •received to date 
has already proyen itself an 
invaluable asset:at Mills Memor- 
ial Hospital. 
Neonate babies are quite dif- 
ferent han other b, abies.in many knowledgeable, and yet at the 
same time very easy to under-" Ways. They have conditions and 
. Stand. He communicates in .a diseases ' of their own that 
way easily understood by both require highly specialized treat- 
the hospital staff and the parents ment often beyond the scope of 
of his young patients, and, • if~ a pediatrician. _ 
they're 01d enough, his patients 
as well 
Howidi was born and raised in 
Danuiscus, Syria. At age 18 he 
entered medical school at 
Damascus University, and five 
years later moved to Iraq and 
caroled in the Faculty of Medi- 
A few weeks ago, for example, 
a five-week-old Prince Rupert 
baby with severe congenital 
heart disease became very ill 
and needed to be transported to 
Vancouver Childrens ~ Hospital 
r tmmediate surgery. While 
theVancouver-based transport 
,cine at Baghdad University for team prepared for the emergency 
his final.year of medical school, medevac; the baby was airlifted 
I~owidt worked a one-year to Mills Memorial to be stabil- 
internship in Baghdad ~, and in ized. 
1983 he moved to Medina, A~.r~  t Howi~ made ~the..cor~t diag. 
bia ,  where he worked as a gen- nosis, and stabilized the baby 
before the trausfer team arrived. 
Tod;iy, thanks to that initial 
care, the baby is doing just fine. 
:During his year of neonatal 
training at Vancouver Children's 
Hospital, Howidi was a member 
of the specialized infant trails- 
port team and knows• the value 
o f  having that specialized train- 
ing in the field. 
Dr. Mohemmad Howid i :  So  far, I rea l ly  l ike it here.  
does the work before airlifting: 
the baby to Vancouver. 
Apediatrician without neonatal 
training can'often stabilize a 
premature baby, but most hospi- 
tais in the Northwest, including 
Prince Rupert, don't have a staff 
pediatrician. Howidl's pediatric 
and neonatal training, therefore, 
enhances the level of health care 
• in the Northwest and ad~ much 
to. the regional value of.-Mill$ 
Memorial Hospital. - " 
But  why  wou ld  a doctor who 
possesses the skills Howid f  does 
set Up his practice in Terrace? 
Howidi explains that it was his 
desire tO complete his neonatal 
fellowship, but 15 years o f  uni- 
versity training and internships 
had taken it's toll. The previous 
five years of residency alone 
meant afive-day work week plus 
0n-call night duty every second 
or third day night. So Howidi 
decided to set up his own prac- 
tice and somehow make time at 
a ~ater date to complete his year 
of neonatal research, o 
oral practitioner in a small cli- 
nic. In :1984, he moved to 
Canada t0 begin ifour years of 
pediatr/c training, at the Child. 
ren's Hospital of Eastern 
Ontario, which is a branch of the 
University of Ottawa. 
In 1988, he solved the problem 
of having to make an annual trek 
to Damascus. He married Rana,~ 
the "girl back home". Their first A premature baby can take 
child, a boy named Hassan, was/: anywhere fi'om Six to 12 hours 
b0m In January 1990. to stabilize. If the physicia n in a 
How!di graduated from the partic:ular hospital is unable to 
/University o f  Ottawa as a deal with the situation it means 
trained pediatrician in June, a delay while the transport team 
STAN HOLLAND 
BONDED "A" CLASS 
GAS FITTER 
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF HIS NEW BUSINESS: " 
Ske.ena- Heating'Services Inc. 
There were plenty of opportun- 
ities. As a member of the .neona- 
tal • transport eam, Howidi had 
visited almost every city and 
town in the province. Nanaimo 
needed a pediatrician. So did 
Terrace, Trail and a' number of 
other hospitals across the nation, 
all the way to Truro, Nova 
Scotia, who would have paid 
dearly for/Howidi's kills. 
FOR ALL HEATING INSTALLATION ANDSERVICE 
tal conference in Terrace last 
October. Howidi ga~,e a l~:hour 
lecture on a broad range "of 
neonatal topics during that con- 
• ference. In addition, the Terrace 
staff will be receiving periodic 
lectures from Howidi on any 
number of topics selected by 
either Howidi or the nursing 
staff themselves. 
Howidi's only concern is 
equipmentthat is either out~. 
dated or totally absent in the 
Mills Memorial pediatric depart- 
ment. One piece of equipment, a 
pulse oximetry, has already been 
ordered. A pulse oximetry 
measures the oxygen saturation 
in the blood continuously. 
The pediatric department has 
one, but Howidi says both 'the 
pediatric Ward and the nursery 
should have one of their own. 
• The only other alternative, if the 
single machine is already in ~e, 
is to take continuous blood tests 
and'wait for the results to be 
analyzed in the lab. 
A new overhead warmer for 
newborns is also required. Mills 
Memorial owns. three, but one is 
over 30 years old and not used. 
Another new piece of equipment 
required is a ventilator to help 
sick babies breathe. It is a high 
price item, about $10,000 to 
$15,000, and Howidi is hoping a 
local service club will raise the 
money for the purchase. 
There is one purchase, though, 
INDUSTRIAL, ,COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL 
CALL srAN ' I,.T_ • m 
Pllone: 635-7979 Fax: 635-2208 
at the very top of Howidi's 
r~  " But Ho*idi ch0s~. Ten'ace for,..pdority, llst ~ ~, CT- scanner, 
two basic reasons: it is close to And With each douation~to the 
Vancouver Children's Hospital- 
• :with its Special care nursery R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation 
and land • the sale of each cash calen. 
people he knows, along with the dar, the day of that purchase 
opportunity to get involved in 
the neonatal research eneeds to 
complete. And , he likes our part 
of the world. 
Terrace is small and quiet 
compared with the big cities he 
and his wife are used to. "We 
found • the people very, very 
friendly," says Howidi. "They 
smile at you, talk to you, try to 
introduce themselves... And in 
the big city nobody looks at you. 
So far, I really like it here." 
Andto top it all off, there are 
the advantages o f fe redby  
Mother Nature; the accessibility 
to mountains, rivers and forests. 
It wasn't quite like home. There 
are rugged mountains and forests 
in Syria too, of course. But there 
is also a lot of desert and a 
much different climate. 
Syria has moderate to cold 
Winters with snow in the moun. 
rains but rarely any in the cities 
and towns. Spring is just right; 
not too hot and not too cold. In 
the summer, says Howidi, "It's a too." 
bit hot," sometimes as hot as 35 And so, with the CT scanner, 
degrees Celsius. But fall is much Howidi reinforces something 
like spring, just right, althoughmost of the community already 
sometimes a little windy, knows: if Terrace is going to 
As far as Mills Memorial Hos- attract and keep young pro- 
pital is concerned, Howidi is fessionala, It needs to have the 
also pleased. "It's a* good hospi- right kind of equipment. The 
tel," he .says. He  describes the region needs an orthopedic sur'- ~ 
staff in pediatrics as being dedi- geon, fqr example, and the CT 
cated, pleasant and willing and scanner might be the deciding 
eager to learn, factor in a potential caddldate's 
Many pediatric staff members 
joined about 80 other caregivem 
from various points throughout" 
the north for a week-long neona- 
draws nearer. 
"The only thing we need ~ des. 
pcratcly,~ says Howidi, "is a L-'T ~ 
scanner... Desperately. Because 
if we have a child who I suspect 
has a brain turnout you cannot 
afford to wait very 10ng. Usually 
it's headache, headache, head; 
ache m it could be from 
migraine or sinus - -  but if I 
have a one or two percent doubt 
in my mind that this Could be a 
brain turnout, the only way to be 
certain is with a CT scanner." 
A CT scanner will do much 
morethan simply find tum0urs , 
of course. Various parts of the 
body, for example, can be 
scanned for abscesses and infec- 
tions as well. 
"We have nuclear medicine," 
says Howidi. "And that's excel- 
lent... You can use it for all 
kinds of things. But the CT 
scanner will stop a lot of people 
from going south... And with ~a 
child, you-have to send a parent 
mind. And in" keeping young 
professionals like Howidi, the 
I 
CT scanner, may be the most 
important asset the region has; 
| 
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~. [na letter to Terrace city coundl,: 
~ Terrace RCMP Inspector Larry 
i ~:. i: yeske suggeste d forming an advis-. 
' ow gin.up, tO discuss community 
] 
• polidng n~..ds. The dty. ,was 
" '" al~dy-meeting with :the RCMP 
on an annual basis but, according 
i : to'Y~llr~ me advisory group could 
~, :.operate on a more formal basis, 
. ~misting of representatives from. 
4 ~ = ~ • 
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of the. Ministry of Environment "THREE YF.A~ AGO 
issued an order equiring Sam~n;s THis WEEK . 
Poultry'Farm owner Stan. tE l~d, ,  ', Skeena: saw~ils, one i.of Ter- 
to correct'the ponding problem in race,s larges.t industrial operations, 
Heek: Brook and submit :a plan 
rplBPa~d, by a professlonai engin- 
eer by the end of Febmary.A:Part 
of the [~lan would see. the repla .~.-... 
a imed, that  it Was,cons,idering 
• the possibil|ty Of movingto:Kjti-i 
reaL M!!l m~ger  Don. Chcsley 
Said that':the companies who con- 
mentor a lO-lnch culvert installed, troll~l, the operati0 n, Euso Forest 
bY~nk~d the previous year with Pr0ducls:,and West. Fr~er Mills,, 
~ .various eg~nents of the commun, ~atwo- to three-font cuivert hat were. examining the cosls and 
,;~ ~i i i:::,itY, :T!~y would meet on.a .regular.. would, meet the. accepted L standard..benefitsof, closing down the Ter.~ 
~.-.... ,~:':. - . , ~ - , , . . ,, • . . . . . .  , "  . . . . . '  • . , 
:~ !,!-.=. ..:,: ~ .d~usspoHcMg msues and .L:fordrainag e systems. . • ,.. ... race null and building a new:nnu 
"~ ; ~ • strategies and makeplans as neces- TWO ~ AGO ~' fin ,Kitimat. Chesley said'most of 
THIS WEEK the logs going into the mill were 
The. Terrace Public IAbra~l. coming£rom~e s0uthend of Tree 
:announced that, with:half of.their Farm Licence 41; nearer Kitimat: 
collection invent.ted, it appeared than Terrace, He said logging was 
sa!T.~ .The dry. council's *-Finance 
i C0~ttee  wgexp~ ng to. . . . .  ti meet 
,  with. *he lo,=d disc.m 
' the:proposal as well as. the 1991 
• , op=rat iona l  pure .  - 
.::FoUr Terrace teacher Herbert 
t 
that ovei $4,800 worth of libra W 
.materials-had been~stolen off 
George Kenny was sentenced tO shelves. It is believed thieves just 
five years in prison after being walked in and took items they 
convicted on eight counts 0fsexual wanted, including books, compact 
offenses against ::children. Tl~e dise  and story cassette tapes. The 
crimes had involved six • victims cost of an electronic security sys- 
between the. ages 0f  six -and,12 ten], similar to those used in cloth- 
f 
~7 
)c ,  
!;) 
• ovei" a period of  14 years, from 
"1966 to 1980, While Kenny w~s a 
S hool' teacher in 'Teriacc:and 
- , , . .  
Thunder Bay, Ont. The sentence 
was to._ ~ served at a federal insti- 
mflon, :with a recommendation 
Just!co cathyRyan 
iliat ,it be an institution where 
ix~tment -for,, his., disorder ~ wa~ 
available.. Kenny would be eligible 
ing stores was estimated to be 
$25,000, an amount not in the 
library's budget for that year. It 
was suggested that a security sys- 
tem could-be included with the 
expansion plans the city hadunder 
consideration. 
After being on the job forfour- 
months bylaw enforcement officer 
Fern Swceting reported she had 
• continuing, to move southward and 
within, tWo to tbXce years the tim- 
'~ ber Would. all be coming off the 
south half of the license area near. 
Kitirnat. Chesley also said that 85 
percent of:the mill's p/~xluction 
was being shipped out through the 
po~t of Kitimat. This meant hat 
the logs were being trucked north 
to Terrace for milling and then the 
finished product.was trucked south 
back to Kit/mat for export. 
According to Chcsley: the .move 
was still in the preliminary stag~ 
of consideration, .with 1991 being 
the target date :for a decision. 
Northwest Community College 
president Dr. V al George added his 
centre,, and. the college planner• 
NWCC~b0ard  chairman Hans : 
Wagner said 0eorge:s zeslgnation March 
was the result Of an internal "self- '. 
evaluation" done by the college the The Kinsmen Mothem:. i ,Ma/~ch -
previous yearaad:"seflous di f fer-Meals programwil! takeplacein 
ences" betWeen George and the. Terrace this weekend, Jan, 25 
board-on how to resolve :those and.26. The restaurant prom.- 
problems. George descr/bed the. 
parti'ngas amicable and sald :there 
were :. "fundamental differences". 
concerning the operation of the 
college,~.The college board were 
beginning a search for a replace- 
ment • an d said, that In the interim 
there .were. a number' of se.nior 
pcrsO lin¢l who wm'eWeli.versed m 
the operation of the college to keep 
.it running smoothly. 
tion is an appetizing way to help 
support the 39th annual Mothers' 
March taking place Luntil January 
• 31. Participating restauran~will, 
donate $1 from every designated 
meal served this Saturday and 
Sunday• :... 
'Proceeds ,are directed' to the 
Kinsmen Mothers* ~March in 
suppo~.of.rehabllitation services 
for physically disabled-children 
• o 
FOUR YEARS AGO 
THIS WEEK. , 
City -Recreation D'zr~tor Steve. 
Scott announced he was~acting as 
advisor for a group called the 
"Community Centre Oroup".who 
wouldbe doing a survey to deter- 
mine the interest and. need of the 
community to build a community 
recreation centre. Scott emphasized 
that it was n0t a dty project. The 
survey was intended to determine 
if people were interested in the 
idea and ff so what form they 
would Hke it to take. Scott said 
that if the response was" aEirma, rive 
,and aduIts. These services, 
include the loan o f  medical 
equipment,, and technical and 
electronic environmental' control 
and communication .devices, 
travel assistance, and informa- 
tion resources on independent 
living. 
Participating restaurants 
include :. the Back Eddy Pub, 
Delaney's, Inn of .the West, 
Niko's Pizza; Panagopo!ous 
Pizza, the Quarterdeck Restaur- 
ant, Savalas, Terrace. Inn, 
Bavarian' Inn, Don Diego's, 
McDonald's,, Northern Motor 
Inn, Pizza Hut, Sandman Inn and 
Tim Horton's DOnuts. news response the group would continue • discussing how to go about build- For more information on the 
, ~ing acommunity centre that would~ r0gram, contact Pat Waddeli at 
• " ' .... ~638-i726. " serve the needs of Terrace. 
ranc  
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C0ntributed by  
' ' Chariie Meek 
The Royal Canadian Legion, 
- Branch 13, Terrace is very pleased. 
. 
to,. announcethat Deborah Jack- 
~ ofTen'ace ~ beenawarded 
a certificate of Scholarship from 
Pacific Command of' the Royal 
- . - /~:-~.I.~gion. Deborah, who is 
a tt~.ding Okanagan .College, will 
~ ive .~,e  C¢' "rtificate;of: Scholar- 
:.iship at a:ceremony to be held in 
. ; , " :Kel6~'Branch 26: " 
:The  executive and members of 
Branch 13, Terrace offer our 
- heartiest congratulations toDebo- 
rah, 
A news release is issued peri- 
odically from Pacific Command 
:~ concerning fhe "Legion work in 
- : B.C., and it gives me great plea- 
Sure to pass along some of this 
:information: 
" ' since 1956, has sponsored 
• seni0r citizens in 'low rental 
accommodation with a construc- 
tion ~St of over $68,000,000 and 
-.'..,~ac~nt value many times that 
bursaries 
in special 
}. 
hysical fit- 
In soccer, 
lacrosse, 
$915,000 
/from ~y funds for the benefit 
md their 
)o cubs, 
• provides a full-time prey! n- 
cial service bureau for all ex-ser- 
vice personnel and dependents. 
• constantly donates pecial 
equipment and furnishings to hos- 
pitals and extras, from television 
• sets to buses. 
• teams of Legion members 
.and Ladies' Auxiliary members 
regularly visir veterans in hospital, 
to chat and distribute comforts. 
• owns and pays taxes on more 
, o  
tion of the executive for1992. In 
my next write-up I willbe •happy 
to give you the names of our elect- 
ed officials. I would like to take 
this opportunity on behalf of the 
new • executive and members in 
thanking everyone Concerned who 
worked very hard. in the past year; " , 
your hard efforts•did notgo un- 
noti  l. 
Branch-. • 13 is responsible for 
donations to many projects' in our 
than $90 million value of Legion area, and for that we are ~ yery.. 
properties in British Columbia.• proud• ~ is  yeara big project lies 
• provides funding of $50,000a ahead for our branch eadquarters: 
year for the support of the depart- our roof requires replacing as we 
.ment of family practice at UBC.,. are being subjected to leaks each 
Over 200 family doctors have 
graduated since inception in 1978. 
Most of these are in family.prac- 
tices in B.C, including a gratify- 
ing number in rural areas. Als0, 
supplementary funding of $50~000 
time tberaius come, and this year 
we have had our fair share of rain, 
a~l'm sure manY of you have also 
had. The branch will be looking 
• into methods o f  raising this 
money, as I'm sure it will be a 
a year for a community geriatric ~stly project. 
division at UBC. 
• sponsors at an annual, cost o f .  
$12,000 school students' atten-:. 
dance at the-encounters 'with 
Canada Youth Centre in Ottawa. 
• provides an annual grant of  
$10,000. to send young B.C, ath- 
l etes and coaches to a Legion- 
sponsored national athletic camp, 
• 158 Ladies' Auxiliaries with 
over 9,800 members in 1990 
raised over $3 million and sup- 
ported many decrying charities, 
including hospitals, bursaries, the 
Red Cross and local branch pro, 
jecu. 
Recently Branch 13. held onr 
unua! g~eral meeting and elcc- 
I look forward to my term on 
the executive this year, and lo0k 
forward to the many challenges 
that will face all of us. 
My. position asservice officer 
gives me the opportunity to meet 
and talk with our veterans and 
members, and hopefully I will be 
able to help and advise according- 
ly. 
A second position that I hold 
gives methe chance t¢informyou 
all what i s  happening in and 
around ~ the branch, that position 
being public relations. 
Until the next time I get the 
opportuni W m wrztJng toyou, 
pleas6 take care. Drop• into the 
~h ~nl~e ~d say hello. 
  :Poily's Care. 
 Chinese & Western Cuisine 
- ' - -  " ~  Mon.--Thurs. 10:30 a.m. -- midnight 
FrL & Sat. 10:30 a.m. --, 1 ILm. 
tt, anday 12:00 man. ~10 p.m..* 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638-1848 or 638'8034 
GIM'S  -- 
RESTAURANT 
~-~P" Chinese & Canadian Food ~"~.  
//",l~ . OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • • '~'t 
[i!.~ Mort- Wed 11:30 a.m. "'10:00 p.m. [ 
~ Thursday 11:30 a.m. - -  11"00 nrn'~i~ . 
"~ Fr i .  Sat 11:30 a.m• ~ I;00 raf;n.t't~;" 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. i0:00 
4643 Park A veuue , P'm'635.6111 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
[ ~ 1  4606 Gtelg Ave., Ior Take.Oul 
Teirace. B.C. Ph. 635.6184 
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OVER 1.8 MILLION SS , J 
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SHOP EARLY WHILE SELECTION LASTS! 
THUR. 
FRi. 
SAT. 
SUN. 
• 9:00 am - 9:00 pm 
• 9:00 am - 9:00 pm 
• 9:00 am - 9:00 pm 
• 9:00 am - 9:00 pm 
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Cheryl Plac^ ? 
Hiikka Bailey, Cheryl Place: No one forgets this birthday. 
IIIII 
by Betty Barton 
A New Year's baby, that's 
who. From 1962. ~ 
Although we're sure there are 
many others out there, we had 
some difficulty finding Terrace 
residents born on New Year's 
Day. Mills Memorial Hospital 
doesn't keep a Special .log Of 
New Year's babies, so not much 
was gleaned there. Numerous 
phone calls and inquiries found 
January. 1 birthday preparations.- 
The Flurys left Vancouver to 
move to Terrace on January 1, 
1965. That was a different birth- 
day, Cheryl remembers. When 
Cheryl and now-husband Jim 
Place were world-travelling, she 
had birthdays in both Singapore 
and New Zealand. In Singapo~, i 
they'd closed off Orchard Road 
(the main shopping district) for 
New Year's dancing and fire, 
works and everyone was outside 
= us only twoNew, Year's babies~ 
from years gone by. 
A bashful Bob Biagioni didn't 
think he wantedto be inter- 
viewed about being the runner- 
up in the New .Year's baby race 
in Kamloops over 30 years ago. 
Cheryl Flury Place was reluc- 
tant, but a good sport about the 
whole thing. 
Cheryl was born to I-Iilkka and 
Gerald Flury in Burnaby in 
1962. Hilkka was visiting in 
Terrace when this interview was 
conducted. She explains, "It was 
New Year's Eve. We went to a 
party and I never did get home. 
We saw in the New Year and 
then I was rushed to hospital. 
Cheryl was born at 6:32 a.m," 
Cheryl was the fifth New Year's 
baby to be born in Burnaby 
General and the third baby for 
celebrating. Cheryl laughs when~ 
she remembers feeling like Cin- 
derella rushing back to their 
hostel for midnight, at which 
time the doors were locked until 
morning. They just made it and 
toasted the New Year and her 
birthday from the open window 
of the hostel. 
As a youngster, she often had 
sleep-over birthday parties on 
New Year's Eve. Hilkka remem- 
bers that the other parents just 
loved ifl As the children got 
older, the neighbourhood parents 
would have a New Year,s party 
upstairs and the children would 
have their own combination 
birthday-New Year's party 
downstairs "under the same 
reof." 
*Cheryl and Jim had their own 
baby, Tanis, born on December 
the Fiurys. 16, 1990. Cheryl suspects it will 
At that time, new mothers and be more difficult to plan a big 
babies wore hospitalized for six party and give Tanis al l  the 
or seven days and only the hus- 
band and mother of the new 
mum were allowed:~to visit, 
cheryl always remembered the 
story that her dad-brushed his 
birthday attention she deserves 
right before Christmas. 
Cheryl says, "I always wanted 
to scc what a summer birthday 
would be like. But for a winter 
teeth with Brylcreem instead of birthday, I probably got the best 
toothpaste when the doctor day." Cheryl especially enjoyed 
phoned to say that cheryl had the years the lake was frozen for 
bccn born. skating on her birthday. She 
Cheryl says there are some does remember one New Year's 
bencflts to being a New Year's Day, however, when they had a 
baby. She can always say, "My flat tire on the Way home and 
birthday's next year", even the 
day before. She never feels 
deprived of gifts. Everyone 
remembers. Hilkka recalls 
Cheryl saying, "At least I have 
the biggest birthday partyand 
double the kis~ses!" Cheryl 
doesn't "like the Rose Bowl 
parade and football game, 
though. They interfere with . . . .  
were late for the:blrthday dinner 
her mum had made. Birthdays 
were always a big deal around 
the Piury house, no matter what 
the day. 
t 
Cheryl laughs, "I make New 
Year's resolutions, but I forget 
what I wanted to resolve when 
the new year arrives." 
• | :  
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I Will:, smite mine hands 
together, andl will ¢at,senty 
f'tlry to rest. - 
: Ezekiel 21:17 
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Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Mau Times: -, Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan F.Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. 
11:30 a.m. 
4830 Straume Avenue 635-2313 
st, Matthew's Anglican Church~-"~ 
Holy Eucharist: 7 Priest In Charge:. | 
10:00 a.m.- - , Rev. Peter Zimmer il 
Sunday School: : 
• n ,  10:00 a.m. ,~ Ill 
r 
I :Sabbath School: " pastor: | 
| Saturday: 9:30 a.m. 01e Unruh - 635-7313 | 
J.~ Divine-Secvice: Prayer Meeting: | 
I :~day: .1 .1 .00  a.m. " Wecl. 7:00 p.m- | 
II 
l :  Evan~e~ree  Church- - -~  
[ Sunday School: • Pastor: ~ m 
t,  [ (for all ages) 9:45 a.m. WIE. Glasspell | 
~i:I I Sunday Services: . Prayer Meeting: | 
[ 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. | 
Sunday Service: !0:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. - 
• Pastor: 
Mike Rosenau 
• , 638-1270 i:i 3222 Munroe Street 638-8384 
~ nited Church i 
• Sunday Worship. Elizabeth | 
i0:30 a.m. • Starkey 
Sunday School: Youth Group: | 
10:30 a.m. 7:00 p.m. m 
• Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. Pastor:- ll~ 
Morning Service: 10:30 a.m. John Caplin | 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. Associate Pastor: | 
. Cliff Siebert I~ 
" The Alliance Church 
Morning Service: 9:15 &l 1:00 a.m. 
Family Bible School: 6:00 p.m. 
Weekly: Bible studies & Children/Youth Activities 
Pastors: Jake Thiessen & Doug Ginn 
4923 Agar Ave. 635-7725 or 635-7727 
i! 
i 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Pastor: 
10:00a.rn, &6:30 p.m. Peter Sluys-635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladles Bible Study 
• September., May, 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.. 
3602 Sparks 635-7207 
January 15 
January 16 
January 17 
January 19 
January 20 
January21 
January22 
James Morhart, Terrace 
Michael & Margo Young, Victoria 
Dianne Bell, Terrace 
Ronald Dinelle, Houston 
Willis Ludlow, Dease Lake: 
Ken& Bey Morris, Terrace 
Brenda Stephens, Prince Rupert 
n i 
Ron Gowe, Terrace 
$50 
$5o 
$50 
$50 
$50 
$50 
$50 
$5o 
Your to get im o  ed 
Terrace Transition House - -  Call us for support and 
information if you are a victim of mental or physical 
abuse. We're available 24 hours a day to women and 
children. Phone 635-6447. 
;l'he Alzhelmer Support Group holds monthly 
informational meetings on the •last :ThbrSday'ofeach 
month at 2 p.m. at Terraceview Lodge. New members 
are most welcome. For more information, please call 
Gillian at 635-3381. 
Every Thursday evening Is Cribbage Night at 
Terrecevlew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone in the 
community is invited to drop in and catch the action. 
Terrace Toastmasters - -  Do you find:it difficult to 
prepare and give a talk? Turn to Toastmasters for help. 
Meetil!gs are the first and third Tuesday of each month 
at th'e Inn of the West at 7:30 p.m. For information, 
contact Irene Black, stone at 635-2845. 
COFFEEBREAK, e women's Community bible study, 
meets Wednesdays from 9:30 to 11 a.m. Weoffer free 
child Care, a story hour program for three- to five-year- 
olds, an opportunity to meet new friends, small group 
discussions over a cup of coffee.There's aplace for you 
with us - -  join Usl At the Terrace Christian Reformed 
Church on the corner of•Spa_rks and Straume. 
The Terrace Friends and Families Of Schizophrenics 
meet on the third Tuesday of the 'month at '7:30 p.m. at 
the Psych conference room at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Please call 638-3325 for further information. 
The Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club meets every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School in the cafeteria. Anyone interested in playing 
please contact Ellen Smith at 635-4096 or May 
McFarland at 635-2875. Everyone welcome. 
Skssna"Valley Rebekah Lodge holds regular monthly 
meetings at the Ukrainian Hall, 4600 block Walsh, 
Terrace, every second and fourth Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
If you are interested in joining our fraternity, please 
contact 635-2794 or 638-0674. 
Oddfellowa Lodge h01d meetings every, second and 
fourth Monday at the Ukrainian Hall, 4600 block Walsh, 
Terrace. Contact 635-3995 or 635-2956 if you wish 
membership information. 
The Terrace Tennls Club has club nigl Its at the Kalum 
Street courts (April to October) on Tuesdays, Thurs- 
days and Sundays. For further Information, please 
phone 635-2347 or 638-1514. 
Terrace Minor Hockey is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcoming season. Those interested should phone 
Sandy Marshall at 635-7623 evenings. 
Terrace Contract Bridge club plays the first and third 
Thursday of each month at the Legion from October to 
April. Please contact Mary at 635-2977 or Rolande at 
635-4374~ Come and have a fun night with usl 
The Skeena Squares Dance-Club meets Mondays 
from 7:30 to 10 p.m. for square dancing, at the 
• Carpenters' Hall on Sparks St. For more information, 
call Bev Greeningat 635-7868: " 
• . . , . 
The Parents' Advisory committee meetsthe third 
Wednesday of every month at 7:30 p,ml at Skeena 
Junior Secondary SchoOl: All parents/guardians are 
welcome. 
The Pacific Northwest Music Festival committee 
meets on the second Tuesday of every month. New 
members are always welcome. For further information 
PhOne Jo at 638-8061. 
Attention: Girls and Women - -  If you are Interested in 
, camping and outdoors, the home and family, community 
service, and international experience, Girl Guides of 
Canada, may be foryou. For ,more information, please 
call.(evenings): Margaret Cooper at 638-0609; or Kathy 
Davies at 638-1245. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre, 4542 Park 
Ave., is open Monday to Friday, 12 noon to 4 p.m. We 
have a Drop:in Cent re - -a  comfortable, relaxed 
atmosphere for women to come for help, share ideas 
and express themselves~.W,~,canbe reached at 6387 
0 2 2 ~ ~ ~ ,  ~,~:,~:~-~:! 
The" Klnatte Cl0bof Terracemeets on the second and 
fourth Wednesday o f  every month. Fo'r more 
information, call Pat Waddell at 638-1726. 
The K-site Club ladles meet on the third Wednesday of 
every month. Please call Sheila Crampton at 635-4435 
for further information. 
The Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary meets on the 
third Monday of every month (except July, and August) 
at 8:15p.m. in the board room of Mills Memorial 
Hospital. All members are urged to attend. New 
members are always welcomell 
1"he Ladles' Auxiliary, Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 
13, Terrace, meets on the first Tuesday of every month 
at 8 p.m. at the Legion from September to June:New 
members welcome; phone 635-6038. For catering, 
phone 635-3955. 
The Terrace Badminton Club meets Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from•8 to 1•0 p.m. and on Sundays from 7:30 
to 9:30 p.m. at Thornhill Junior Secondary School. For 
further information, callDiane Cey at 635-3564. 
Gay Information line --  Please phone 638-1256 from 
7to 11 p.m. 
Terrece/Kitlmat Slnglse meet every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at Mr. Mike's. For further inform.ation, phone 635-3238 
or 632-3547. 
Pionser Kids' Club (for children ages six to nine) and 
Junior Youth Group (for youth ages 10 to 12) meet 
every Wednesday from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at the Terrace 
Pentecostal Assembly, 3511 Eby.Street. Please phone 
635-2434 for more information. 
Crystal's Place, 4804 Olson Ave. FridaYs • from 3:30 to 
11 p.m. and SatuKtays from 1 to 5 p.m. This is a drop-in 
centre for teens,and young adults. Phone 635-5450 or 
635-2434 for further information.. 
Please, assist the less fortunate of Terrace. The Anti- 
Poverty Group Society is receiving donations fi'om 
people of good will so that they may continue helping 
disadvantaged people. Send your contribution to 
treasurer Josephine Buck, 200-4721 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace~ B.C., VaG fT3. Phone 635-4631. 
Kermode Friendship Centre on Kalum Street; Fun Fit 
Nits Mondays and Wednesdays at 8 p.m. (upstairs), 
educational alcohol and drug videos Wednesdays at 7 
p.ni; (downstairs). Both Programs are free. Everyone 
welcome. Phone 635-4906 Monday to Thursday from 
8:3() a.m; to 4:30 p.m. and on Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4 
p.m. 
KenMorton first considered the: 
Norman Conquests.as a st'aging 
possibility, he faced quite a~task. 
.The Norman Conquests is not 
2 • 
I 
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No detai.l is _to  insignificant: ,one play, but three---a trilogy, hesplit into three rooms, with 
for the Ter:race-~ttle Theatre in  Britishplaywright Alan Ayck- "the same characters and the 
preparing ' fo r  their upcoming bourn conceived this idea in the .same plot, all set in the same 
productio n of Norman Conquests. . mld.1970:s,.All three plays:were house. " 
Living Together. when director ~vdtten to encompass the same ~ . Morton chose Living Together, 
time frame and the same story 
fromthree diffprent perspectives. 
What Ayckb0urn created was a 
Weekend in.the country - -  which 
From New York to rlstanbul, from Rome to I~alamazoo, 
from Caneun to Jerusalem, 
and Anchorage to Kuala Lumpur.,. 
and now for an Exclusive Northwest Engagement a the r 
P r ince  Rui~ert Performing Arts Centre • 
• ..: :! 
, , .  
.- ! sJ, zz 
one-thiN of the trilogy for a 
:variety' of reasons, It's .the 
middle p!ay, set in a living• 
room. It has both-overtly funny 
moments and subtle humour, 
expressed in word and action. 
The first play, Table Manners, 
deals with a dinner scene and 
food. The last is  Round and 
Round the Garden. However, 
each play stands on its own. 
Living Together cehtres around 
the character of Norman, 
attempting a weekend tryst with 
hissister-in,law. Comical com- 
plications arise When he an'ires 
at the same time as his brother- 
in-law and wife, intent on taking 
care of Mother. "Mother is an 
important character in this play," 
stresses Morton. "You never 
actually meet her; but her influ- 
ence is everywhere." 
Even Mother's taste in music 
is evident in one scene.• Norman 
(Alan Weston) is contemplating 
his life, to the music of Richard 
Tauber (Girls Were Made to 
Love and Kiss), from a collec- 
tion of Mother's records• Play-" 
wright Ayckbou~ specified this 
piece of music for Norman's 
monologue in the script , and 
Norman recites ,words from the 
song throughout the l)lay. 
Girls... was written especially 
With  the  Tr io  F ran~:o i . s  Bourassa  l i ve  
IS THIS A WARM UP? )(:aria Hennig and Alison Thomson 
practise a heated but humourous confrontation on the set Of 
the Terrace Little Theatre's upcoming production, NOniian' 
Conquests Li~ng Together. The show opens Feb. 6. for Tauber by Franz Lehar for 
'die 1926~oi~ei~etta piigadftii~, On " 
"We looked everywhere," says 
Morton, "and :we found it on our 
own doorstep." 
Rag, playe d by Ray Mordan, is 
Norman's brother-in-law and 
obsessed With inventing and 
playing games, much to the 
annoyance Of his family. For 
Living Together, Raydesigned a 
game called Coppers and'Crimi- 
nals. He explains that the name 
came to him during Act II, 
when, in the script, he was mak- 
Rag: "My total focus is games 
'and getting people to play them. 
After. that, I really don't care., 
Ray himself is not a game de-  
signer. 
• ' , t s 
I t  ' ' • "* ~ "~ " " " ' " The, script iis well,w.dtten and 
the action :ex.pe~ly com~eted~i' 
The actors are flint,class, Work - . '  
ing with first-class material, and' 
it shows', says Morto n . 'Oh, by, 
the way, you tlon'.t know anyone 
opening night in Berlin, the song 
created .~uch a furor that the 
performance hadto be stopped 
until the audience had settled 
down. 
Morton says of his quest for 
the song, nit was really a findl I 
wrote to  CBC in Vancouver. 
They could only find a German 
version of the song and because 
of copyright laws, couldn't copy 
i t for us~" Betty Olson at the 
Terrace Public Library, an avid 
Richard Tauber fan, came to the 
rescue with the English song on 
The Great Tauber Sings album. 
Saturday February 1, 8:.00. p.m. ImI  l which evolved from lines in.the "apropforIAvingTogether. Call 
play. The props people also Ken Morton at 635-7507 if you 
Tickets $22 d, $18 tudents& einers came up with the game tokens can loan. them one• Living 
q4 
houses. Ray explains his role as McColi Playhouse. 
, add$1:0Operti:ketat~edoor i " , - -  pohce cars, httle men, Together °pensFeb. 6 at the 
• Call 627'8888 for t,c.ket reservatiOns i i 
(TelePhone reseryations_, requireVisa: o!Master~rd) / 
[ ~Pr ineeRuper t  " - , • 
erformlng Arts Centre [ 
per room/per night 
ing notes on his latest game. with a large, fm'ry hearth rug, do: 
Ray and props mistress Diane ~ youth Kidding aside, a large 
Froelieh dQsigned the board, ~.I fuzzy, pliable rug is required as 
on a Standard Single, Double or Twin 
Room any Friday, Saturday or Sunday 
Come in and enjoy our 
Water f ront  Restaurant  
or have adrink in 
Char ley 's  Lounge.  
Call for'a Reservation 
"~ 'T°WFree  1;800-663-8150 ~i  
MOTOR HOTEL  .~ 
222 West 1st Ave, ~ " ~]~ 
~04)  624-6771 ~ - -~r~ 
f ~  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' v - ]  
. I . . . . .  ¢+ ""  
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, Co.u:n :m'-tc s OW 
kicks off F.uSruary 
. . . . . . . .  e tertain nt sce..n.e, Point Break  assignedto'theLos Angeles divi- eras a novice surfer, ' n m e 
• Starring KeanuReeves, Patrick, siontotrackdownanelitegangof Johnnysoonfindshimself 
falling under the charismatic spell 
of, Bodld (Swayze), an adrenaline 
junkie who will do j~t  about any, 
thing for a thrill. Bodhi lives' life 
close to the edge, forever seeking 
that elufive once-in-a-lifetime 
thrill. It doesn't take much to con- 
vince Johnny that Bodhi and his 
surfmg buddies could be the bank 
robbers he's after. But then he 
runs headlong into another, much 
nastier suffmg gang who also f it 
the bill. 
• . But  Johnny soon finds himself 
losing all senseof perspective as  
he becomes seriously addicted to' 
the endless days'and nights of 
surfmg and reckless partying. He. 
even becomes involved With 
Bodhi's beautiful ex-girlfriend. 
As he slowly moves closer to 
finally solving the case, one of 
Bodhi's most important lessons 
becomes crystal clear - -  achieving 
the uldmate thrill means you must 
be prepared to pay the ultimate- 
price; And Johnny learns just how 
high that price can be. 
This isactually quite agood 
~novie, even if. you're not particu- 
larly interested insurfing. The- 
ph(xography in.thesurfing scenes 
is stunning. 
Northwest Livel country music 
concert makes its-,debut in -Tar- 
former to appear at the Salmon, 
Rl, er Country Music Festival in Sw~ze. Prod~.ed by Peter bank robbers dubbed as the Ex- 
Abrams and Robert L. Levy..  Pw~idents f ~ .  the masks..they 
Directed by:Kathryn Bigelow.Rat- wear; His partner, ahard.beiled 
ing: Ri Runuing time: 1.17 n~n- " :.vet~an0f the division, believes 
Utes...- '. that ,the robbers "are a group of. 
'suffers who finance their "endless 
: Johnny Utah (Reeves) is a ~.ers"  by xobbing banks, He 
clean-cut EBI rookie who's been convinces Johnny to.go undercov- 
! / : /  SHOW 
 UNDAY, FEBRUARY 2 
- . . . .  11.a.m."-  5 p .m.  .. 
" Skeena School. Gym 
~ C ~  FROM P~ING LOD 
. - -  ' . . . .  dCanteen  Open. 11 a.m- 4 p.m. 
~, :,. I Door Pdze Draw at 2 p.m. 
: :.:,:~.: ,. , . I  Rof l leDrow 
" :::IAdml~lon:. ~r I TABLEBOOKING CLOSE l.
:~.,lGenerol $1.00 . I . i :wAY,  I~ .  IAT4P.M. + l 
? l (Includes door pdze ticket)- | TO BOOK TABLES CONTAC, I 
. IUnder l0  FREE. • l :. F. wooos.~ls-~h"~ . I
ITables: ! J Alltabloondodmlsdon ] 
.... JCompanles$_25,00 J proceedsgotoSkeena L 
' / Independent$10, .00_ / dunlorSeco~'idowStudent J 
• / : lS fudbr0 (~ table) $5.00 . | Councillor 1992 | [...U,~.=~,~on.,~o, [ Grode ,OR'ore. ___J __ .. 
• • , . .  
- + ~ - | 
I _ :Nor thwest  Arts  And 
- ........ - -  - -  t : n m r m m m e n ,  . . . . . .  Calendar , . . . . . .  • . 
. .  . , - 
1 
; : .  
~ Royal CanadlanLegion, Branch 13 ~ , :~•. 
" *Jan. 24  and 25  - -  S lap  Jack  Zahodn ik  enterta ins - :--:":~i/:: . .:..:: .... 
• .Every Monday, wednesday, and Thursday--  Dam .... .:~:./:::..+ : .... : . . . - : . .  - ' -  , ; . 
,Every Monday - -  Cribbage 7:30 p.m: . : - 
.Every second Thursday ---Bridge 7:30 p.m. "~.:..- :".:: :: : -- 
• McColl Playhouse + -  " -. 
• -Feb. 6,7,8;13,14,15 - -  Norman Conquests' Uvir~ To~eil~er, : ;:,: ': : .+  . . . .  + 
race on Feb. I at the R.E,M, Lee Prince. George. According, ..tO 
Theatre. Featured in this per- Organizers, he stole.the show., :, : 
, formance will be four talented Carol Whieldon, a, young w. ife 
young, singers from the NOrth-and,mother, has developed!nto 
west. an. excellent performer With a 
Fifteen-year-old Sheri Lee remarkable stYle.She has devel-. 
Br0wnmade her public debuton opedinto a.professional qualify,- 
Now 16' !99L She stomiedthe enteflainerthat the crowds 1091e 
Crowd With her amazing .vocal + to he.ar. +• • , + ' . .  + . .  . .  
abilityandhas S ince  performed " " . r  ' -  . " : + " " - 
- : ind lv ld"  Madt  H l l lbach  can best"b 'c  on several occasions in" - . .. , .. 
ual peffonnances. " " ,,,4:/ ..: " desCdbed!ai/':a penon who Ioves -  
• .Just 12 .years :old,-""Susan to sing'and has ability:to:n~tch 
Bishop is quickly earning a:s01id her enthusiasm. She, has proycn + 
reputation :as ~ an .entertainer; + herself. ,a.c°nsummate, , : p rformer 
Winner of the Bulkley Valley ,the.crowds.love to hear. 
Fall Fair amateur Contest, she 'Tick6tS are$10 each and avail- 
was also the only amateur per- able at imy Copperside Store. 
. . . .  i . . . . . . . . .  . ' : : : : : i "  " : ' "  . . . .  - . . .  , . . . 
5 . +"  • , . . .  , . /  
. ,+ ' "  
+ . + 
The Best 
from the 
Stacks 
Reviews of  books from the  
Terrace Public Ubrmy - - 
by Harder 
• : FJaagesund 
• " , .  . + . , . ,  , . .  
.... 'i + :+-++::i . . . .  : ".~ " 
. _ : : . : , - . . " . .  " .=  " ,..,.... - , : .~ : . .  ..~" 
• Garden of Rama by Arthur .~. Clarke an d Gentry Lee  
" Adult flctlOnpublished: I by, Ba.ntamlBOo. ks
1 R.E ,M.  L e e  Theat re  . . . .  . : "~:  +: ,Feb. 1, 8 p.m.  " Northwest, Uvel country music concert . . .  . .. ,.. ..... -.. :Tbe second encounter was with weapom. But one fact xemains -
' " ; ' ' " in4fumble - t l / c~ 'sdoeverYth ing in~:  '+ The . Ter race  Inn  ........ . : :, 
*Gigi's - -Rod .  Hoiden, coUntry and western • ' ""::.,:o:' : ' /  :" Whenn=learwadPads a~d¢tonated alpdmt tlcship'sout~' 
Northern Motor Inn,"George'sPub " -  'lq" '~ '4 ' : :~4: ' : ' '  T" " ': :4. " [ hull, cosmomdtsNicoledcsJardins, RichanlWake~ld, and 
" -' " ;  " " " " .... " " - I Michael O'Tco le  are irapl~ aboard. On ly  tl~ Ramm~Bel ' s  - 
.Unti l  the  end  o f  January  - -  HarvestMoon : '-"::-..:~ :::- vastly superior tedin~)logy.has allowed it to escape nuclem mmild- 
', '..In dds S~luel to:l~mmH, We.kmniti~,. by~e23M. ,:=m~.,'. . " 
/Eaulh •has had two: encohntets .With r~V~ ~ ~ . ~  . 
dubbed Rama andRaniaii:fr0m beyond our Solar system. :mesa 
.~immense vessels are 0b~iouslythe ban .diw0~k era tedmo]ogy far 
beyond our own. The firstRaman Ve~cl :was ~ with wonder.. 
lation. Now•begins a 12,year odyssey for ~ captive passengers a
they travel at half the speed of light.t0waid anmce~'n destina- 
" - directed by Ken Morton / '~:: +.,.: 
• Prince Rupe~Performing Arts Theatre 
/ *Feb .  1, 8 p.m. Le Ballet Jazz de Montreal,. ! 
.... :::i: sponsored by the Performing Arts CentreSoc~ety • 
::: *Feb. 5;7:30 p.m. - -  aud,o visual presentat;on by Dr. Walter Persegati, 
!:i_ :: Who was" dir~'tly involved with the restoration of Michelangelo's frescos 
~ :,*Feb; 16 ,8  p.m. - -  David Loule, classical pianist ' +, " 
O 
- Sponsored  I his  . ' ", , lumn 
+ , + 
• , . .+ ,  . . . • - . . . . . . .  . .¶  
• .y  .~  
• ~+~:~.+¢.~,  " ~ " :~ . . . : : : :+~ " "~ "+~ " '  4 . -  : :  . . . .  
MVr ' !B41Bm*w.~ w" " ' 7  - -  , ' :  ~ ~..'..'~: ; + ; : , 
~j 
t 
Life is a complicated business, and itshouldn't be taken too 
lightly. What we really need is an instmction man _mdto ~ ~ 
IMough all the pitfalls of day-..I~..y living. A c~are.f~lly_ reseaty, neO 
manual filled with wisdom and instght would be.race 0)~ proba: 
• • r hand Dave B 's Grade To Life has no bly boring); on the othe , any 
insight whatsoever, nor will you fmd one tiny scrap of wisdom. 
However, it does have some very coloufful cartoons, is full of 
totally useless infonnatien, and pretty well covers all those dis- 
gusting cataslmpbe~ that chives you .fight up the wan. Such as: 
• how to find, many and divorce the pedect lifetime mate , 
• a truly sensitiVe discussion of human sexuality . :, 
, hoW to make a small person in only nine months and still retain 
your  .muy 
.. better health and fitness tl~ough stove-liftiq, g 
• how to achieve unlimited wealth through lobster repair, 
If you'vebegun~to feel as theugh you're living life inside the 
TWilight Zone, this wonderfully funny book will make you feel a 
whole lot better. 
Dave Barry 's  Gu ide  TO L i fe  
Adult non-fiction published by W!+;r~s [~oks 
l i on .  
: Although the vessel mysteriouslyprovides for mostoftheir 
wants, life aboard Rama II is neither safe nor easy. Strmge and 
threatening ¢reamresihey ~ octospide~ ream the vast c~midors, 
and bone-janing comse changes threatm their very existence, if 
not their sanity. And finally they must face the Ultimat~ fear When 
they realize that hey are headed for a Raman base. But will the 
Ramans eek revenge for the attackon their ship, or do they have a 
more mysterious,possibly dia~lieal plan? 
This book is a MUST,READ for all you sci-fl fansl , 
. ] . ,  . - .  r "  . ~ • ' . . . . .  
, . • • - .  . : ~ , %"  L / ,  • , ~•  . . 
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CLASSIF IED AD RATES 
',4535 Greig,Avenue,  
Terrace,?B.C, V8G tM7 
Phone 635-7840 
All clussified-an d climified display 
adsmustbe prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mqstereard, except for es. 
tablished business accounts. Wlum 
phoning in ads,  please :have yogr~ 
ard number and expi~ date ready. :
DEADLINE FOR 
CLASSIFIED rAIDS 
10 a.m. TuaKl.ay 
DEADLiNEFOR CLASSI)F'IED 
DISPLAY ADS' 
5 p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
per ~veek, plus 20¢ for. eachaddi- 
tionalword per Week. All CAPITAL 
or boldhice we/de,are $I.00 extra 
per insertion; $2.00 extra for box " 
service (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE. Four regular cla.~dfiaii , 
• word ads for the price of three. S~v--I 
ings of $4.50 or more. Prepayment 
Only .  - -y  
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS ' 
$5.75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
$10.00 per week. Non-commercial 
• useonly. " ... " 
TENDERS AND LEGAL : 
NOTICES 
$%00 per column inch per insertion. 
Minimumone inch. 
Terms and ~ ConditiOns: Advertise- 
ments should be i;ead onthe first 
publication day. We are not respon- 
sible for errors appearing beyond the 
first insertion, ~ ............ ~ .... 
Agmemezd: it is a~retd~by any 
display Or classified'advertiser re- 
questing space that the liability of 
Executive Producer 
" Broadcast  Operat ions 
Nor th  tiv Bro dcast ing . . .  • . : . .  _ .  _ , . "  . . . . .  . . . .  ernNa e a " 
Northern Native Broadcasting is one of the people in B.C. and C~ada. : '  ~; ~ ~ i
youngest Native Conmiunications groups in The successful candidate for.Executive ~.,; 
Canada. During the coming years this Producers position will he an experienced 
society will become one of theleaders in hroadcRster, with excellent interpersonal 
Native communications, skills and a strong management sense asa 
We ~e looking for candidates for the program and news director. <., 
position of Executive Producer with the Northern Native Broadcasting is located in 
B,C Native Communfi:ations Society - Terrace; B.C, acommunity of 20,000 that 
No~ern  Broadcasting baSed in Terrace, 
• British Columbia. is very attractive in its mountainous 
environs, mild weather and the 
• The pos!tion will be both challenging and 
rewarding for dn individual dedicated to a 
broadcasting career. Theexecutive 
producer will play a key role in the 
development o f t i~ young and dynamic 
organization.: One of. the key tasks 0f the 
position will be to help in the development 
of  satellite rad iOpr0~a~r  " g for a 
culturally diverse aUdl~nce. ' ...... ~ :: 
The ~ccessful candidate must have 
experience in all aspects of radio, 
broadcasting and a strong employment 
performance record. Experience in 
television production is an asset. The 
Executive Producer will be familiar with 
the culture and political issues of Native 
l"ecreational, educational and lifestyle 
opportunities it presents to its residents. 
If you are interested in this position please 
send a complete resume, coveringletter 
and audio resume to: 
Mr. Ray Jones 
General Manager 
,,Northern Native 
Broadcasting, 
Box 1090. 
• Terrace, B,C. 
V8G 1S6 
Closing Date: February 14. 1992 
Start Date: March 2. 1992 
Salary: Negotiable 
...... !, :6 month Probationary PeHo d 
i n I • 
EXPERIENCED 
One-bedroom bachelor unit for rent 
All utilities included, c01our "IV and 
cable. $425 per month. Old Bridge 
Properties. Phone 635-5350. 1/291) 
One.bedroom unit in Thomhill. $390 
per month.Awdlabla Feb. 1. 1992. 
Ph0ne ~ .  2/51) 
i 
H0use-for rent - -  Available Feb. 1. 
Pleasant, three bedrooms, natural 
gas, close to bus stoP and park; on 
the bench. $550 per.month. Phone 
635-2142. 2/29p. 
One-bedroom basement apartment, 
cozy, sunny, partly fumished, down- 
town area, small pat OK, suitable for 
one. $300 per month, indudee heat 
Phone 638-8398. Ifnc 
FOR RENT OR LEASE 
1100 sq. ft. office building 
with 2 bathrooms , natural 
gas heat and air condition- 
ing. Phone 635-2411ask for 
John or Marilyn. 
FORLEASE 
1850 sq. ft. suitable for 
office space,at street 
level on 4644 Lazelle 
Avenue. 
Phone 635-3475 
MINI-STORAGE: UNITS 
the Paper in the event hat errors oc- HAIRDRESSERS WANTED AVAILABLE 
cur in the puhlishing0f~anyadver - J on ' s  Hairsty l ing requires 
tisement shall be limited to the Reasonable rates. 
amount paid by the, advertiser., for one full.time and and one 
part-time hairdresser. Should Aluminum wlntlng plates, 24"x36". 25 .  Newspaper roll ends from $5 to $25, Old Bridfle Prooertles 
the •portion of the advertising spaee tfnp 635"5350 " : .  Occupied by the incorrect item only. be able to work with a mini- cents each. Phooe 635-7840. tfnp depending on size. Phone 635-7840 • -- , "  
and there.will be no'liability in any , mum •amount of supervision, 
J ,.'vent beyond tfte amount paid for Call 655-7737. r , q ' . Household goods --brown couch, l~'ArJ"~lrTlk'rm & 'lrlL'r'm''.m-~----. 
l'l such advertisement. , ' ' ' $35; toaster oven, $30; Phone 1981 Toyota Land Cruiser, diesel I l v luUr~ lA IN  V IEW I 
: i .  WANTED ---45 overweight people. 535-4810. 1/29p engine, new brakes. Phone 632-,'/782 II .A.P.A_I/TI~I'I~.N/T~ | 
Lose 10 to 29 pounds permonth. 100 TO GiVEAWAY--short-haired, lit- a f to rSp .m.  __ / / - -2 /29p~ ! - - - ,L , , , , ,? ,~, , j , , .~. , , ,~,  i 
percent doctor recommended. We pay ter-trained, playful kittens. Phone 198S PontlaoFlero, 4~ylinder, auto- I Centrally located, clean. I 
you. Serious callers ONLY. Phone 635-2142. 1/22nc ma~. Phone 632-7782 aftar S p.m. I quiet, secur i tv intercnrn~ ,| 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY with Reliable person needed to do Now you ran have Satellite'IV at ear- 
growing delivery business. Must have housecleaning once a week in the tually the Same price as cable. Corn- 
dependable vehicle. Will train and Horseshoe area. Hours negotiable, plete STAR TRAK 8 package 
supply C.B. Driver must be Very de- Reference(s) desired. Call 635-2964 $2,599.00 or $64.99. per month O.A.C. 
pendable and any age over,19. Phone after 4 p.m. or on weekends, i/29p Affordable Satellite Systems. Call 
638-8398. tfr~ 624-6199 or 624-2874. 2/5p Several 966 loaders; John Deem 544 
renouncement 
I 
• .c  lnc.Daniel 
and Kurisu Families 
welcome with !oue 
Michael Richard ShoichiKurisu, 
born at RoDal Island Hospital in 
• Kamloops, B,C onDecember 24, 1991, 
weighing 5 lbs, 5 oz. Michael is the son 
of Clayton and Margaret,lla Kurisu of 
Merritt, Bi C., and the grandson of Jim 
and Jean Kurisu and Richard and Lois 
H, 
McDaniel, all of Terrace, His  
great grandparents are Harry and 
Ila F!eld of VancouVec B.C 
r • i i i i i i f 
20-1/2 ft. tandem axle Rustler travel 
trailer. Fuily loaded, in excellent condi- 
tion. Must be seen to be appreciated. 
$7,200. Please call 635-2804 after 6 
p.m. - 2/12p 
Swedleh-made table and chair set of 
solid pine. Rectangular table men- 
saree 36"x50" and extends to 90", Six 
chairs, have cloth :seals and backs. 
$500 O!30. Call 635-2964 after 4 p.m. 
or on weekends. 1/291)" 
Five hp imowblower, motor rebuilt. 
Asking $350. 1981 23-ft. Sangstor on 
tandem trailer, 140 hours on rebuilt 
motor and leg, radio and depth 
sounder. Asking $15,000. Phone 
635-2127. 2/12p 
loader; 1213 cone crusher; 740 Cham- 
pion grader with snow wing; three Case 
backhoes; two Iowbeds. Phone Vic at  
1-493.6791. ' 1/29p 
USED MODULAR HOMES 
960 to 1,056 sq, ft. 
Priced from $21,000 to $25,500. 
Delivered to Terrace area. 
Setup prices available on requesL 
Call Herb Styles at (403) 264.6122. 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The houm 
for the Terrace Loan Cupboard are as fol- 
lows: 
Mondays!tom 9to 11 Lm. 
ThurKhiyI from 10 a.in. to12 "men 
The Cupboard islocated in theSkeena 
l-lealIh Unit, 34!2 Kaium SImeL Emrgen- 
cy inquiries can be made in between 
service hours at the following numbers: 
635-2122 or 635-7941, Ifn 
Landscaped lot on Kerby Street. 
Double gdrege and fenced. Phone 
635-2127. 2/121) i
1984 Chev cargo van~ Like new, 
29,000 miles, many options. Asking 
$6,575 OBO. Phone 635-6292 after 6 
p.m. • • 1/22p 
Honda generator, 1500 watt, good 
condipon, :seldom used.' $700 OBO. 
Phone 635-3034 after 5 p.m. 
. . . . .  . 2/12p 
i , 
TO GIVE AWAY TO GOOD HOMES- SEE 
PAGE 9 FOR DETAILSI 
635-9314 
. . . . . . .  J I I I  i / -  /11 ~ i ' ' "  " J " " - "  " I : ' |  ; ,  
I 
.2~ TermceReriew .---: Wednesday,  January22, 1992" . . . .  ' ______ . . . _~ . . . .  , :~:~. •~• i 
• .~"  . t :~ ~ ' '  .,,,.: :~ : , ,  . , : :~ :  .o :~:~: :~: ,~>~ . ~ :  ~,, ~ : , - -  ~ . ~-" 
Kalum Family Day Care has Openings. 
Fenced yard, pets and ~ys: Ages newborn 
to 12 years. Full-time, part-time or dmp-i n
available, Phone 638-8429 or 638-8398. 
I/~Ni,ono MelophySicS 
~)ond Heeling Centre- 
11.!E CENIRE FOR GROWIH 
AND UNION WnH THE SOUL. 
Mon.;Fd. 10 o.m. - 10 p,m. 
Saturday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m, 
Drop in Heolings- 
Fddoy. 10 o.m. 
3611 Coltonwood: 635-7776 
EARLY 
SPPJNG SALE 
dONDORCOTTON TIGHTS 
' io 
14 ASSORTED COLOURS 
Sizes:.CHILD;S 18 MONTHS 
• • 'to ADULT X-LARGE 
AVAILABLE TO You BY PHONE 
635-9533 
COTTON RIVER CLOTHING 
CHIMO pilot car available for long 
and sl~ort rips. Is radio-equipped, 
bonded and insured. One-hour notice. 
Phone 638-8530 or 638-8398. tfnc 
WORK WANTED - -3H Holiday 
House He lp"  We will watch your 
house and/or take care of pets while 
you re away. (Did bonded couple. New 
business. Phone 638-8648 and ask 
'_fOr-Jeannie.:.';; ' 1 p 
Tem~ ~took Car Assodation is adverl~ 
in9 for tenders to operate food concossion 
for the upcoming season. This should 
preferably I~ a mobile unit. Successful 
applicant will be required to pay a $250 
deposit which wig be returned ifgarbage is 
kept picked up and properly disposed of. 
Season runs approximately from May: 1 to 
0etcher 1. PleaSe apply to the'TerraCe 
St0¢k Car Association, Box :1021, Terrace, 
8:C. VOG 4V1. For further information, 
:., .~ phone 638-0609 alter 6 p.m. OudllM I=. 
1, 1992. * 2,/26C 
~FOR RENT - -  One-bedroom trailer; 
natural gas heat, four appliances,, 
~~IS.~only~ rlp,"{~ts. P,eferences and 
:~pgsit  :required, $450 ,per month. 
~L;~:: ,~," ' : '  "- ' 
• " / '  " " • 
. ~ i .Mh Mmo~ Hcapl~ to 
PROVINCE O~ BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRYOF TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
ADVANCED PUBLIC NOTICE 
LOAD RESTRICTIONS 
Pursuant o Section 26 of the 'Highway Act', nonce is hereby given that load 
restr~on may be placed, on short notice in.the near future, on all highways in 
the Skeena (Terrace) District. 
Restrictions wifl be imposed as conditions warrant: . . . .  
The resldctions will limit vehicles to 100 percent, 70 percent, or,50 percent of 
legal axle loading, as allowed under the regulations I~rSuant to the Commer- 
cial Transport AcL 
OvenNeight permits "~fl not be granted. All term overweight permits are Invalid 
for the duration of the rasffict~ns. 
The publicl and trucking and lmnspertafion companies, should govern, them- 
selves accordingly. 
Your cooperalion in a~edng to the above regulation will be apprecialed. 
J.R. Newhouse . . . .  - 
District Highways Manager. 
DATED AT TERRACE THIS 16 DAY OF JANUARY, 1992 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHWAYS 
4 _ 4f L , '~  Province of 
~ , ~  British Columbia 
e ~ ~ o  o o e e o o o .o  o • • • • • • • o ' °  ° 
'Ministry of Transportation 
~rt jW"  ,v  and HighWays 
., ¢,:~r 
:Thank You 
Brooke':Palahiclw and parents. 
would like to thank all the 
merchants and I-{ome based 
businesses that contributed gifts 
. r  "rOd OUr New Year's Baby. 
:.With War.mesr-Tha.nks, 
,Shirleyand Jim Palahlcky 
- -  ' BLANKET CLASS IF IEDS $195 B CYCNA word= 
These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers in B.C. and Yukon 
ANDYUI~N ~MMUm'Y : and reach more than 3 million readers. 
mwsPk,,sm 2 Z~ 0 TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. $3.70eachadditionalword 
ASSOCJA11ON 
BULi)BG ~UPPLIE8 BUS!NESS PEFISONAL8 ,, FOR 8AI.E MISC. HELP WANTED HELP WANTED 
DOORSI WlNDOWSI Inte- LIVEPSYCHICSoneonone. CAN BIZARRE ACHES AND FUND RAISING CAN MAKE CAMELIONSHEER, non-run 
dorandextedorwood, metel Anln.depthforeoastofwhafs PAINSBECAUSEDBYTHE YOURICH. Marketingbrsak- 
and French doors, woodwin- In store for you in 1992. All MIND? Buy and read through In $~8 billlon book 
"Dlanetlca the Modem ~Sci- )ubtishing business Is oreat- 
dows, skylights. MOREl Call Ing new_wealth. Earn huge ~. . .  1.800-824-3456 ext. collect to WALKER DOOR ence of Mental Health - $7.60. To order call: Van- ll~rOfits; Prote£~KI territories. 
and WINDOW in Vancouver COMING EVENTS couver Dlanelic~Cenlm, 401 1-800-465-5400. Readers 
at (604)266-1101. NEW CALGARY Agfl and West l-lastlngs Street, Van- Club. MOBILEHOIIES 
BusmmOmOR~mmss P, andlTradeShow. Apd129, couver B.C. V6B 1L5, Travel 10udnessfrom homel Attention park owners and 
GOLOURFUL BUSINESS. 30 and May 1,1992. Exhibits (604)681-0318. M/CandVisa relelJngtoagrk~lture, eques- accepted. • Require assodates to raise- mobile home buyers. We 
sent vacalion ao:ommoda- haveagoodseledlonofus.ed. 
Do you have a flalr for coiour ldan, mnching, lrdgetion. For 966 Loaders, Grapple o r  lions; rentals In Hawaii, and new mobile homes m 
anddaslgn? Decorating Oe. n, more irdormtion: (403)469- Bucket. Asphalt Plant and Mexki0eto. Trldnlng, llstings, stock. Buy factory direct. 
Cenada'sfastest~_~ngin- 2400 0r fax (403)469-1388. . Paving Equipment. Dump aystems,~rssprovlded, ~ ~ j  
tsdor Decorating Franchise is expanding In B.C. Training Celebrate clinton's 125th Trucks, Back Hoes, 1213 Profitable.self employment 
prevklad. Lower Mainland /~nualBallanclRedeoMay Crushing Rants; 18" x 36" wlth little investment. Mere -  REALESTATE 
~526-9722, ProvirK~d 1-800- 22-24, limited ball tickets. Jaw Crushers, Belly Dumps bets of Setter Business and PROPERTIES TOBE SOLD 
565-8722. Everyone welcome, e~pe- andPups. 100BarreiWster Hawaii Visitor's Bureaus. forunpaldtsxes. Crown/and 
dally former esidents, con- Tanks and Truck. Call Vie Wdte: Evalnternationei,857 availability. For Information 
NOTIcEI Product in huge tmtPadde's, Box538,cllnton, Kampe493-6791. : Stuart Rcad, Kelowne, B.C. on both write: Properties, 
clemandl Gone orazylnthe ~ i  VOKIKO. Phone459- SILK PLANT ARRANGING. VIZ 108. ' DepLCN, BOx 5380, SIn. F, 
U.S. You cannot afford to Detoiledpmlessionalinstruc- OKANAGAN FORD DEALER Ottawa. K2C3J1. . 
miss this, Distributors re- EDUCAl lON tionsonpotting/arrm~ngeilk requlresanexpedencedtodi- Established modem board- 
ClUired. Open Jan. 1992 in TRAIN TO MANAGE an plants. Order form induded, nUanor3rdyserapprsntice ingkennelbudnese, 4back 
~,anada. ( ..800-729-3259.. Apartment/Condominium cost Is $i8.00 (tax included) c~)able of all general aut~ 
'ATTENTION - Now open in building. Many Jobs avail- cheque or money order: motive repairs. Auto/Std rOOmrage, rootcellar,hOme, 1 1/2grsenhouR,aores, gs- 
F.S.D.,Box29547,VeileyFalr Trane, diff and AJC exped- garden, fully landscaped. 
Canada, the hottest MLM In able, Government licensed Postal Outlet, Maple Ridge, ence an asset. Reply to: 
Product in home study Cel'tifiCation B.C. V2X 2VO. Service Manager, Box 9, $59,000 O.B.O. Box 69, 
course. Call for details: Vernon, B.C. V1T 6Mt. North America. Kitwange. VOJ 2AO. Phone: 
huge demand. Act new..Don't (604).)681-5456 or 1.800-665- OAROEW HO ~ .  
mleslt. Distributors eqmroo. Director of Nuldtlonal Serv.. • 
1.800-288.8133. ~ ~ ~ 8 3 3 9  ~ SHop,ONESTOPGREENHOUSEB.c. reenhouse Ices shared by 2 long term AUSTRALIPJNEW ZEA- 
care faollltles In the 
DiSTRIBUTORS WANTED. tlon or Basic Bookkeeping. Sulidere Ltd. 7425 l-ledley Canadian health company Tax deductible cortlflcate Ave.,Bumaby, B.C. VSE2RI. Kooteneys. Experience In LAND. CalltheSouthPadlla 
now merketlng magnetlc courses. Forfrasbrochura~ FREE• BROCHURE long term:care food ~ q~dellat, ANZATravel.Van- 
mattressovedays, Jewellery, no obligation: U & R Tax Aluminum/Glass or anaseeL Mustbaagmduam couverlAuddand, ralumfrom fromanmx~el)tedFo0dServ- i $1,219 to $1,778. Vancou- 
Now going to Servlaes, 1345 Pemblna Aluminum/AcryflleSDP.Dou- Ice Supa~sory program or verlSydney, return from 
~yna~l/c. l'kvy., WInnipeg, MB I:BT ble-weiledGREENHOUSES, 
L 2B6 1.800-6654144 or Fax Soladums and~omplete Hne equivalent and eligible for $1,289.~o $1,888. Vancou- membarship to Canadian veroa ll. 734-7725. TolMree 1(204)254.8172. I °fGreanhouse'4u~ceas°dse' i Food Sendcas Supervisory 1-800-972-6928. 
hosiery, Canadian made, en- 
vironmentally friendly. Earn 
extra profits on a product 
~ woman has a dght to 
c~hout: Kathy 1-395- 
4796 collect. 
wraps, etc. _. i 
U.S.A. A powerful ] plan for generating 
(403)272-2030/266-0071. Telephone (604)433-4220 
Aseodation. Sendresume to WHISTLERJANUARYSPE- 
Automatic Transmission F0 RsALEMBc" '. Fax 433-1285. BOxB69, Creston, B.C. VOB CIAL. Twonlghtsmldweek 
Buslnassforsele.FimtTime BURGLAR BARS. Do-It-yew- IIELPWANTED 1GO. For furlher information W6.S0perpemon. Double 
offered. 16yearsestoldishecl selfhomesecudty. AtHctiw- 
• InVemon. RebuHderwiHstay. white window gdllas. Rre ULTIMATEMONEYMAKING please contact Adminlslmtor Includeedeluxestudloud 
i fde•md.  Equipment and break away models. For I~_,CHINE. BopartofCana- at 428-2283 or 428-7188. onedlnner. Slay at ellher 
• stm;kinduded$85,0~0_.Re" peace of mind carl CANA- des fastest growing lade- OVERSEAS POSITIONS. MountalMIde 1-800-777- 
ply to Box #I, do Morning DIAN CRIME CONTROL pendentdisldbutorofMud¢. Hundreds of top paying pesi- 813sorBl~k¢omb lodge 
~(Br, 4407 - 25th Avenue, PRODUCTS.TolHmel.800- Full-lime, part-time. Pro- lions. All occupations. At- 1-000-Tt7-8146. (Fromlhe 
Vernon, B.C. V1T 1P5. 661-7555, Ext. 1. tectal territories available, trm:tive benefits. Free de- emt come over Ule paved 
Cell 1-600-263-1900. Fed- tolls. Ovemeas Employment Ouffey Lake Road). 
CELESTE DESIGNS. OPENINGAVIDEOSTORE.? erslMusic. Servh:esDept:,CA, Box460, SKIERS: Lake Loulse, Cana- 
~womeffswear;100% 1000 tapes, $91ea; movie ~ !  Direct sales mar- a ,  les(needlabels)$:7~..ea; WANTED:Technical&Main- Mount Royal, Queba~. H3P de's Favoudts: Ski and ac- 
ket ing ,e J .¢~m-- i  "'stu-'fL~"/$ "12/ca; s l le "dng_t jS~__q :  tenance Advle°r' ~Send ~ i  comm°datl°npackages' ~ 
and Ttz~entivN, small Initial l unite, 5~dline telephones, L re ,  me to: TsiilhgotinTdbal $58/clay (per person double, 
mlo/H-F Intercom $400/a11. Coundl. Deadi!rm January minimum three days, Jan. 
24, Phone:392-3918 POx 398- Investment. Whet fmd~ion L604)270-2052, (604)279- season). Otherpeckageldans writers are raving aboutl CaN 1-800-685-8065. 5798.. I available. 1-800-587.8262. 
~ F l B 
Lega l  
. . . . . . . . .  Q"  " 
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
Notice of pre-harvest silviculture prescriptions; pursuant to Section 3 of 
the  Silviculture Regulations. 
" The following areas have proposed prescriptions that will apply if approval 
is obtained from the. Ministry 'of Forests. The proposed prescriptions will 
be .qvaJlable forviewing unt]l March 13, 1992, at the location noted below, 
during regular working hours. 
To ensure considemtionl any written commenb must be made to the Bell 
Pob Co. Ltd., 5630 Highway.IS West(P.O. Box 280), Terrace, B.C. VSG 
4A6. Attention: ForesW Supervisor, by the above date. 
- FOREST UCENCEA.16832 
PERMIT J~ ,~[  ., . (HA) (YES/NO) 
i i  
~3 01  r" : Weber Ck. Cranberry River ,40.9 ., .No 
02 Weber Ck. Cranberry River 62.8 No 
ToLateTo:C lass i fy  + 
RN PART-TIME 
A registered nurse with strong interpersonal skills who 
enjoys working independently m needed to coordinate our 
Workplace Representative Program • in the northwest 
region. BSN preferred. . " ~ • 
• Send resume by February 17. 1992 to: .+.. 
• - Pat Cutshall, Executive Director. ' " 
' Registered Nurses' Association of B.C., 
2855 Arbutus Street, Vancouver, B.C., V6J 3Y8 .:.~:~.:: : :":, - 
v 
ACROSS 
I Cry 
4 . Festive 
8 Flm rsaldue 
11 For 
12 Guide 
13 Ne~kpleee 
14 Short forms .. 
11 Eng. beer 
18 Animal feed container 
Ig Larg~ box' 
22 ledo,chln, tribe, 
23 Asslt~nce 
24 Solf-deltrucllve 
28 Melds measure 
29 Shill 
30 WWI hero 
3t Marring 
33 Eng. composer 
34 Tolled 
35 Jeer 
36 Colodng 
39 OpPOse 
40 Welfare promoters 
45 Fdend. ft. 
46 Weird 
47 Old auto 
48 Armed conflict 
49 __  8coil 
50 Pull : 
/ 
/ 
l 
l 
I I  
:_1 
-I w 
m 
amass  
m 
. ,+ 
Terrace 
Interiors Lt(t, 
4610 Lazelle Ave.- 
--:*+ +- 
v~, , /~ , / '  ~ , ,#vvv  
"All the supplies you need" 
• Exterior and interior paints 
• complete  l ine o f  b l inds 
,].~_~e select ion o fwa l lpaper  
in stock - 
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DOWN 
• 1 Weted~g place 24 Tighter 
2 ~iphsnl 25 Chellenge. 
- 3 Robed, fern. 26 Skin disorder 
4 Donate 21 Suggestive look 
S Mohemmad'e lille 29 Glanced over 
6 Hating 32 Solo 
I C, h lmt  33 Against 
8 FMher, Areble 35 Father 
9 Dilly 38 Pronlngknlfe 
l0 Cltop 37 Adzon| city 
1:~ ,FOund 38 Aelenruler 
15, 8onlpe 39 Remunerated 
115 ,'CAlddmen"lndlan 41 Three. It., 
19 Afdcenlake 42 8kill 
20 This place 43 New 
21 Hebrew letter 44 p lant  
22 T~klng to court 
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Snowarama 1992 Is coming soon and members of the Skeena Valley Snowmobile Club are 
accepting pledges, Working in conjunction with the B.C. Lions Society, allfunds collected will 
• benefit disabled children. Last year's event collected just over $12,000, almost a new record, 
and the goal this year is to actually set a new record; The location and date o f the  event 
have not been determined yet .  . " " " . . 
If you wish to ~ . . . . .  a n n o u n c e  . .r 
the birth of YOUR baby, please fill out theform auailable in~th~ maternity ward at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. We will pick up your forms every week. 
DESJARDINS - -  George and Dayle are the proud parents of daughter Rachel Danielle, •born 
January 15, 1992 weighing 7 Ibs. 1-1/2 oz. : + : 
_~GJPP.SNUPMAN - -  Paul Gipps and Denise Tupman are pleased to announce the birth of their 
daughter Alexand'ra Rae-Tur)rn-ah Gii~S:bn-Janu~.ry- 17:, ~ 1992 Weighing :7 Ibs. 14,t/2 Oz. A little'~- 
sister for Hayley. 
KURISU --•The McDaniel and Kurisu families welcome with love, Michael Richard Shoichi Kurisu, 
born at Royal Island Hospital in Kamloops, B.C. on December 24, 1991 weighing 5 Ibs. 5 oz. 
Michael is the son of Clayton and Margaret-Ila Kurisu of Merritt, B.C., and the grandson of Jim and 
Jean Kurisu and Richard and Lois McDaniel, all of Terrace. His great grandparents are Harry and 
Ila Field of Vancouver, B.C. 
LIN - -  Jayne and Phil are proud to announce the birth of their son Matthew David on December 19, 
1991 at1:37 a.m. weighing 8 Ibs. 1 oz. A little brothe~: for Katie and Jessica. 
MIKOLAYCZYK - -  Barry and Gins arethe proud parents of son Uriah, born January 7, 1992 
• weighing 8 Ibs. 7 oz. Little Uriah has three other brothers and a sister. 
MONTGOMERY - -  Chuck and Debbie are proud to announce the birth of their daughter Shelby on 
January 17, 1992 weighing 6 Ibs. 13-1/2 oz. A little sister for Terd-Anne and Charles. 
PEDRO - -  Joe and Juanita are pleased to announce the birth of their son Kyle Luis oh January 15, 
1992 at 1:07 a.m. weighing 7 Ibs. 13 oz. A little brother for Joseph and Kalista. 
I i  
PRATr/PADALEC --. Sandra Pratt and Merv Padalec are pleased toannounce the birth of their 
son Brandon Alexander on January 12, 1992 at 1:28 a.m. weighing 8 Ibs. :3 oz~ Proud grandparents 
are Chris, Misjeand Larry. 
PROKOPETZ - -  Bruce and Val are pleased to announce the birth of their son Ryan Allen on 
January 3, 1992 at 6:30 a.m. weighing 8•lbs. 8-1/2 oz. A little brother for Rhonda. 
RAGE - -  Anthony and Jane are proud to announce the arrival of their so0 .Jesper Richard• on 
January 7, 1992 weighing 5 Ibs. 12 oz. A special thank you to Doctors Boyd,:Redpa~th,'Howidiand 
Grant and the maternity ward staff of Mills Memorial Hospital. + . . . . . . .  
• / ~' t 
WAGNER • Mr: and Mrs. V. Wagner am the proud Parents of daughter I~ickole Leslie: born 
January 12, 1992 weighing 6 Ibs. 13 oz. A little sister for Bee-Anna. ~ • 
wE : R • ' DELIVE • 
635 4080 I SKEENA MALL  / " - + i 
O12.4741Lakelse Avenue, Terrace  i 
"EXPECT THE After Store Hours 638-1954/Telex 04785549 !i 
EXTRAORDINARY, '  TERRACE FLOWERS A LA CARTE LTD. ~ 
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5 SPEED COUPE 
The undisputed standard 
by which all competitors. 
measure themselves. 
'+ ' : ,  - sa fe ly .  
, 
! ' .  
EX ACCORD 
With morn very desirable 
luxury features, plus 
driver's side air bag for 
i i 
-' i ' •°+"  t -  + 
The, co)rd con,, 
delivers sure,hat 
per formance ,  la~ 
i reliability, uncha 
The LX is no exception with... • powerful 125 horsepowei' fuel 
injected engine • independent double wishbone suspension 
front and rear • tinted glass • 4 speaker AMIFM cassette stereo 
system • child safety seat anchors • and much much morel 
Test drive an Accord, 
the benchmark in its class. 
All the features and  
luxuries of the 
LX.Accord plus... EX-R ACCOi-- 
The top.of.the.line 
• dua l  powered  in both performance 
mirrors 
• air conditioning and luxury. 
• powerwindows Modern and elegant, • powerful 140 horsepower engine . . 
• power doorlocks the powerful and • responsive 142 LB.FT.of torque 
• R is • all wheel disc brakes frontseat arm responsive EX- " ' 
rest  + . . . . .  , .I . the  s ta te -o f - the -ar t .  ~ • a~t i - lock  brak ing  sys tem ' • 
• d r iver ' ss ide  ' , I l uxuq  sedan in  i ts  ',. <':_ • power  sunr .~t .  ' - ; ,  . . 
air bao J Categ )W: : ~ : * *~ • distinctive alloy machinea wheels 
Revisit the experience of Honda '" 
quality and engineedng: `~r'~ 4 ' .... 
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